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2 I. INTRODUCTION 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF PAULINE M. AHERN, CRRA 

3 Q. Please state your name, occupation and business address. 

4 A. My name is Pauline M. Ahem and I am a Principal of AUS Consultants. My business 
- 

5 

6 

7 this proceeding? 

8 A. Yes,Iam. 

address is 155 Gaither Drive, Suite A, Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054. 

Are you the same Pauline M. Ahern who previously submitted direct testimony in - Q. 

- 

- 9 Q. Have you prepared exhibits which support your rebuttal testimony? 

10 A. Yes, I have. They have been marked for identification as Exhibit (PMA-2)- through - 
11 (PMA-28)-. 

- 12 11. PURPOSE 

13 Q. What is the purpose of this testimony? 

14 
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20 

- 
A. The purpose of this testimony is to rebut certain aspects of the direct testimony of 

James A. Rothschild, witness for the Office of the Public Counsel (OPC) on behalf of 

the Citizens of the State of Florida regarding his recommended changes to the current 

leverage formula as well as his recommended base common equity cost rate to be 

utilized in the leverage formula. Specifically, I will address OPC Witness Rothscbil& 

erroneous assumption that the cost rate of common equity must move in tandem 

interest rate levels; his suggested changes to the leverage formula, including '6s cu 
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misinterpretation of the Modigliani / Miller principle; his unnecessary assumption $ 00 cl, '., L T  cn 
0 a 

I& 22 the debt cost rate change as de level of debt in the capital structure changes; a d  - 
23 his rejection of the Florida Public Service Commission's (FL PSC) recommendation of 
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the addition of a bond yield differential, private placement premium and small utility 

risk premium as well as a flotation cost adjustment to the base common equity cost rate 

to be applied in the leverage formula; his reliance upon retention growth plus 

reinvestment growth (BR + SV) in his application of the Discounted Cash Flow Model 

(DCF), and his application of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Finally, I will 

present a common equity cost rate analysis which demonstrates that the results of the 

leverage formula are reasonable for establishing a return on common equity for water 

and wastewater utilities in Florida. 

111. SUMMARY 

Please summarize your rebuttal testimony. 

My testimony describes the errors contained in the direct testimony of OPC Witness 

Rothschild with regard to the reasonableness of the leverage formula applied to the 

return on common equity of water and wastewater utilities in the state of Florida. In 

doing so, my testimony explains how the assumption made by OPC Witness Rothschild 

that the cost of common equity must move in tandem with the movement in interest 

rates is fundamentally correct if all else is equal, but in reality is incorrect due to the 

multiple factors that affect the common equity cost rate. 

My testimony also explains why OPC Witness Rothschild is theoretically 

correct in assuming that the debt cost rate should change with the company’s common 

equity ratio but will demonstrate why it is reasonable for the debt cost rate to remain 

constant for the entire spread of common equity ratios. 

In addition, my testimo;y will demonstrate OPC Witness Rothschild’s 

misinterpretation of the Modigliani / Miller principle and his subsequent misapplication 
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of the principle to the overall cost of capital for water and wastewater utilities. 

Further, my testimony will also explain why it is necessary for the addition of a 

bond differential, private placement premium, a small utility risk premium, as well as a 

flotation cost adjustment to the common equity cost rate to be applied in the leverage 

I will also explain why OPC Witness Rothschild’s DCF method of retention 

growth plus reinvestment growth (BR + SV) is flawed and should be disregarded in this 

proceeding and I will demonstrate how OPC Witness Rothschild’s CAF’M analysis is 

not really a CAPM analysis, and should also be disregarded. 

Finally, I will demonstrate the reasonableness of the leverage formula with 

regard to the common equity cost rate of water and wastewater utilities in the state of 
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Florida by an independent analysis of four cost of capital models; the DCF, CAPM, 

Risk Premium Model, and the Comparable Earnings Model applied to the market data 

of a proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies and the Florida PSC 

Natural Gas Index. 

IV. OPC WITNESS ROTHSCHILD’S ASSUMPTION REGARDING 
COMMON EQUITY COST RATE AND INTEREST RATE LEVELS 

Q. On page 6, lines 9-15 of his direct testimony, OPC Witness Rothschild asserts that, 

since interest rates have fallen between the 2001 leverage fmding by the FL PSC 

and the current 2008 update to the leverage formula, that “one should be highly 
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confident that the cost of equity has also dropped.” Please comment. 

A. Theoretically, OPC Witness Rothschild is correct, providing that all else is equal, 

meaning that all other capital market and economic conditions and factors which affect 
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investors' expected return rate on common equity capital, are identical in 2008 to those 

prevailing in 2001. However, all else is equal. When the 2001 leverage formula 

was developed by the FL PSC Staff in the summer of 2001', the United States (U.S.) 

had not yet experienced: 1) the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 and their 

aftermath, including the continuing wars in Afghanistan and Iraq; 2) the recent run-up 

of energy prices and their effect on both the US. and world economies; 3) the recent 

mortgage and subsequent housing and credit crises in both the U.S. and the world; 4) 

the current weak U.S. economy which is facing a potential recession; 5) the current 

unemployment rate which is the highest in five years; 5) rising interest rates; and 6) the 

increased riskiness of the utility industry as evidenced by rising betas. 

As can be gleaned from pages 1 and 2 of Exhibit ( P a - 2 ) -  which show the 

Blue Chip Financial Forecasts (Blue Chip) of August 1,2001 (used by FL PSC Staff in 

its 2001 leverage formulation) and September 1,2008 (the most recently available), the 

consensus of 50 economists relative to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), a measure of 

the strength of the U.S. economy, indicates that the expected growth in the economy 

was greater in 2001 than currently in 2008. The August 1, 2001 Blue Chip shows an 

expected consensus average growth in GDP of 3.0% for the six quarters ending with the 

fourth quarter 2002 in contrast to currently expected growth in GDP of 1.5% for the six 

quarters ending with the fourth quarter 2009 based upon the September 1, 2008 Blue 

m. Likewise, expected inflationary pressures are greater in 2008 than they were in 

2001, as the consensus Blue Chip expected inflation as measured by the GDP price 

I 

See Attachment A to Order No. PSC-01-2514-FOF-WS issued December 24,2001 which presents FL PSC 
Staffs leverage formula analysis based upon market data tiom the summer of 2001. 
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deflator was 2.0% for the six quarters ending with the fourth quarter 2002 compared 

with currently expected inflation of 2.5% for the six quarters ending with the fourth 

quarter 2009 as can be gleaned from the information shown on pages 1 and 2 of Exhihit 

(PMA-2)-. The contrast in the GDP price deflator is even more pronounced for the 

third quarter 2001 relative to the third quarter 2008, as the August 1, 2001 Blue Chiu 

consensus shows the GDP price deflator at 2.0% for the third quarter 2001 compared 

with 3.1% shown in the September 1, 2008 Blue Chip for the third quarter 2008. 

Similarly, another measure of inflation, the Consumer Price Index (CPI), also shows 

that expected inflation is currently greater in 2008 than in 2001. As can also be gleaned 

from the information shown on the August 1,2001 Blue Chip, the CPI was expected to 

average 2.4% for the six quarters ending with the fourth quarter 2002 in contrast to the 

September 1, 2008 Blue Chiu from which can be gleaned an average 3.0% expected 

CPI for the six quarters ending with the fourth quarter 2009. And, as with the GDP 

price deflator, the August 1,2001 Blue Chiu indicates a significantly lower expectation 

for CPI, 2.4% for the third quarter 2002 than the 5.7% shown for the third quarter 2008 

shown in the September 1,2008, Blue Chiu. 

Contributing to and evidence of the stressed U.S. economy and increasing 

inflationary pressures are the run-up in oil prices since 2001 as well as the highest U S .  

unemployment rate in five years. Exhibit (PMA-3)- demonstrates quite dramatically 

how U.S. oil prices have skyrocketed exponentially since 2001. In the summer of 2001, 

when the FL PSC prepared the 2001 leverage formula, oil cost approximately $25 per 

barrel in the US. The most recent price of a barrel of oil, August 29, 2008, was 

approximately $1 10, down from a high of ahout $134 in mid-July 2008. Since the U S .  
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economy is heavily energy dependent, the high current price of oil has a significant 

impact on both GDP and the CPI. Further evidence of an economy under greater stress 

in 2008 than in 2001 is shown on Exhibit (PMA-4)- which shows the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics reporting the U.S. unemployment rate of 6.1% in August 2008, the highest 

level in five years and in stark contrast to an unemployment rate of 4.9% in August 

2001. 

In addition, interest rates, as evidenced by Moody’s A-rated public utility bond 

yields, are currently rising and expected to continue to rise, while interest rates were 

declining in 2001 as shown on Exhibit (PMA-S)-. Also, although the August 1,2001 

Blue Chiu indicated expected rising interest rates over the six quarters ending with the 

fourth quarter 2002, the expected increase was, on average, smaller than the increase in 

interest rates currently anticipated by the September 1, 2008 Blue Chiu for the six 

quarters ending with the fourth quarter 2009. For example, as shown on page 1 of 

Exhibit (PMA-2)-, the August 1, 2001 Blue Chip, the 30-year U.S. Treasury bond 

was expected to fall from 5.66% on June 29,2001 to 5.6% in the third quarter 2001 and 

then to rise 24 basis points to 5.9% by the fourth quarter 2002; the Aaa corporate bond 

was expected to rise from 7.17% on June 29,2001 to 7.8% in the thud quarter 2001 and 

then to rise 13 basis points by the fourth quarter 2002 and the Baa corporate bond was 

expected to fall from 7.98% on June 29,2001 to 7.8% in the third quarter 2001 and then 

to rise 20 basis points by the fourth quarter 2002. In contrast, based upon the current 

September 1,2008 shown on page 2 of Exhibit (PMA-2)- the 30-year U.S. Treasury 

bond was expected to fall from 4h6% on July 25, 2008 to 4.6% in the third quarter 

2008 and then to rise 44 basis points to 5.1% by the fourth quarter 2009; the Aaa 
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corporate bond was expected to fall from 5.78% on July 25, 2008 to 5.7% in the third 

quarter 2009 and then to rise 32 basis points by the fourth quarter 2009; and the Baa 

corporate bond was expected to fall from 7.27% on July 25, 2008 to 7.1% in the third 

quarter 2008 and then to rise 13 basis points by the fourth quarter 2009. Clearly, the 

magnitude of the expected rise in current interest rates is greater than that expected in 

2001. 

In addition, the currently expected total return on the stock market is higher in the 

next 3-5 years than it was in the summer of 2001. Exhibit @MA-6)- contains the 

Value Line Investment Survey (Value Line) Summary & Index cover sheets from 

August 3, 2001 and August 29, 2008. Page 1 shows that the expected price 

appreciation was 70% in August 2001 which translates to 14.10% per annum ((1 .702*) - 

1) which, when added to the dividend yield of 1.90%, equates to a forecasted annual 

total return rate on the market as a whole of 16.09% as of August 3, 2001. In contrast, 

page 2 shows that the expected price appreciation was recently 75% on August 29, 

2008, which translates to 15.02% per annum ((1.75’3 - 1) which, when added to the 

dividend yield of 2.30%, equates to a forecasted annual total return rate on the market 

as a whole of 17.32% as ofAugust 29,2008. 

Regarding the stock market itself, the volatility of the Russell 2000 Index, which is 

comprised of small-cap securities including the majority of the gas distribution 

companies (LDCs) in the FL PSC Natural Gas Index as well as the majority of publicly 

traded water utilities, shown on Exhibit (PMA-7)-, indicates that the small-cap market 

is currently more volatile than in 2bO1.  Exhibit (PMA-7)- shows the volatility of the 

Russell 2000 Index for the twelve months ended June 30, 2001 and June 30, 2008 in 
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Columns 1 and 2, respectively, as measured by the coefficient of variation of the weekly 

closing index. The coefficient of variation, a standard measure of volatility and, hence, 

risk, for the twelve months ending June 30, 2001 was 5.27%, significantly lower than 

the 6.99% coefficient of variation in the weekly closing index of the Russell 2000 Index 

for the twelve months ending June 30, 2008. The data indicates that recent capital 

markets, especially for small cap companies such as the LDCs in Staffs Natural Gas 

Index and most water companies, have been more volatile and hence more risky than 

those prevailing in 2001. 

This increased market volatility is also evident in the upswing in betas, a measure 

of systematic or non-diversifiable risk, for all AUS Utility Reports industries; electric, 

gas distribution and water companies, shown on Exhibit (F'MA-8)-. The charts on 

page 1 plot the average adjusted betas as published by Value Line annually for the years 

2000 through 2007 as well as June 2008. The charts on page 2 plot the average 

unadjusted betas for the same time periods. It is clear fiom the information on both 

pages that not only have the average betas of each utility group increased since 2000, 

the betas of the water utility industry exhibit the greatest increase, approaching those of 

the electric and gas distribution industries. The difference in the average beta of the FL 

PSC Staffs Natural Gas Index confirms the data presented on Exhibit (F'MA-7)-. The 

average beta of the Index in the summer of 2001 was 0.61 * while the average beta of the 

Index in 2008 is 0.873. 

Order No. PSC-01-2514-FOF-WS, Attachmedt A, p. 28. 
Memo to: Office of Commission Clerk (Cole), 6om: Division of Economic Regulation (Springer, Maurey, 
Bnlecm-Banks) I Office of the General Counsel (Harbnan), re: Docket No. 080006-WS - Water and 
wastewater industry annual reestablishment of authorized range of rem on common equity for water and 
wastewater utilities pursuant to Section 367.081(4)(f), F.S., Attachment 1, Page 4 of 6. 
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In view of all the foregoing, it is clear that the current economic and capital market 

environment is not equivalent to that of 2001. In fact, in my opinion, it is more risky 

and there is no basis to assume that the cost rate of common equity must have declined 

since 2001 just because interest rates have declined 

V. OPC WITNESS ROTHSCHILD’S SUGGESTED CHANGES 
TO THE LEVERAGE FORMULA 

OPC Witness Rothsehild summarizes his recommended changes to the leverage 

formula currently in effect on page 13, lines 7-16 of his direct testimony. Please 

10 comment. 
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A. OPC Witness Rothschild suggests three changes to the leverage formula. They are: 

1 .  

applications of the DCF and CAF’M. 

2. 

3. 

ratios of the natural gas index. 

I will address OPC Witness Rothschild’s first suggestion later in this testimony when I 

address his applications of the DCF and CAPM. On page 13 of his direct testimony, 

OPC Witness Rothschild appears to be recommending no change in the leverage 

formula regarding suggestions two and three. However, this is far from the case. 

How is OPC Witness Rothschild’s suggestion for deriving the debt cost rate 

different from the current FL PSC methodology? 

The current FL PSC leverage formyla holds the debt cost rate constant over a common 

equity ratio range of 40% to 100% as noted on page 3 of its May 8,2008 memo to the 

Calculate the cost of common equity for a natural gas index but using his 

Calculate the cost of debt for a natural gas index based upon its bond rating. 

Calculate an overall cost of capital (OCC) based upon the average capital structure 

Q. 

A. 
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Office of Commission Clerk (Cole). However, OPC Witness Rothschild recommends 

that the debt cost rate also be changed as the debt ratio changes. On page 25, OPC 

Witness Rothschild notes that, in theory and consistent with the Modigliani / Miller 

principle which provides the basis for the leverage formula, the debt cost rate is a 

function of the debt ratio with debt cost rising as the debt ratio rises. While 

theoretically valid, once again OPC Witness Rothschild is assuming that all else is 

equal. However, in my opinion, the FL PSC’s assumption that the debt cost rate is 

constant over a common equity range of 40% to 100% is reasonable. 

W h y  is holding the debt rate constant over such a broad common equity range 

reasonable? 

It is reasonable for two reasons. First, the revenue requirement formula under which 

utilities are regulated provides that the regulated utility will be compensated for 

prudently incurred operation and maintenance expenses, depreciation, taxes and a return 

on its investment, comprised of a senior capital (debt and / or preferred stock) 

component and a common equity component. The revenue requirement formula 

ensures that the regulated utility will receive sufficient earnings to compensate it for the 

expenses it incurs to service both its debt and preferred stock obligations. To that end, 

it is typical, in the rate base / rate of retum paradigm, to utilize the embedded cost of 

senior capital in the derivation of the allowed overall rate of retum. The embedded cost 

of senior capital is a function of many factors, including but not limited to the timing of 

the various issues of senior capital, the capital market conditions at the time of issuance, 

the credit / bond rating (or equivalent in the case of private placements) of the regulated 

utility at the time of issuance, and the level of issuance costs and any premia / discounts 

Q. 

A. 
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at the time of issuance. 

Second, the bond rating process itself indicates that bond ratings are not simply 

and exclusively a function of debt ratios, especially historical or point in time debt 

ratios. In November 2007, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) published its electric, gas, and 

water utility ratings rankings lists in a framework consistent with the manner in which it 

presents its rating conclusions across all other corporate sectors. AS S&P stated4: 

Incorporating utility ratings into a shared framework to 
communicate the fundamental credit analysis of a company 
furthers the goals of transparency and comparability in the ratings 
process. 

* * *  

The utilities rating methodology remains unchanged, and the use of 
the corporate risk matrix has not resulted in any changes to ratings 
or outlooks. The same five factors that we analyzed to produce a 
business risk score in the familiar IO-point scale are used in 
determining whether a utility possesses an “Excellent,” “Strong,” 
“Satisfactory,” “Weak,” or “Vulnerable” business risk profile. 

Pages 1 through 9 of Exhibit (PMA-9)- describe the utility bond rating 

process. S&P’s new business risWfinancia1 risk matrix is shown in Table 1 on page 11 

of Exhibit (PMA-9) ,  while financial risk indicative ratios for utilities are shown in 

Table 2 on page 12. Notwithstanding the metrics published in Table 2, S&P states: 

Note that even after we assign a company a business risk and a financial 
risk, the committee does not arrive by rote at a rating based on the 
matrix. The matrix is a guide - it is not intended to convey precision in 
the ratings process or reduce the decision to plotting intersections on a 
@Ph. 

As shown on Exhibit (PMA-28)-, page 12, the average S&P bond rating 

I 

Standard & Poor’s - Ratings Direct - “US. Utilities Ratings Analysis Now Portrayed In Ihe S&P Corporate 
Ratings Matrix”, November, 30,2007, p. 2. 
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(issuer credit rating), business risk profile and financial risk profile of the six AUS 

Utility Reports water companies is A (A), Excellent and Intermediate, while the average 

for the FL PSC Staffs Natural Gas Index NA- (A), Excellent and Intermediate. 

The current leverage formula assumes that if the Florida water and wastewater 

utilities had bonds which were rated, they would be rated Baa3 by Moody’s which is 

equivalent to a BBB- by S&P. As discussed above, the bond rating process is 

comprehensive, both qualitative and quantitative and does not focus exclusively on the 

debt ratio. On page 11 of Exhibit (PMA-9)-, Table 1, the Business Risk/ Financial 

Risk matrix indicates that utilities with a BBB- rating and a Weak business risk profile 

would likely have a Modest financial risk profile and those with a Strong business risk 

profile would likely have an Aggressive financial risk profile. The range of financial 

risk indicative ratios published by S&P on November 30,2007 are shown on page 12 of 

Exhibit (PMA-9)-. The total debt to total capital indicative ratios for utilities with a 

Modest financial risk profile range from 25% to 40%, while those’ with an Aggressive 

financial risk profile range from 45% to 60%. It is clear, then, that utilities with BBB- 

bond ratings by S&P (and Baa3 by Moody’s) could have debt ratios ranging from 25% 

to 60% and still maintain the BBB- (Baa3) bond rating. 

In view of the foregoing, it is therefore reasonable to hold the debt rate constant 

over the common equity range of 40% to 100% in the leverage formula. 

How is OPC Witness Rothschild’s suggestion for deriving the overall cost of 

capital (OCC) different from the current FL PSC methodology? 

The current FL PSC leverage fordula holds the after income tax OCC constant as the 

common equity ratio changes. In contrast, OPC Witness Rothschild recommends that 

Q. 

A. 

.^ 
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the before income tax OCC be held constant. On page 22, lines 1- 14 of his direct 

testimony, OPC Witness Rothschild correctly summarizes the Modigliani / Miller 

principle stating that “Modigliani and Miller showed that if it were not for income taxes 

and bankruptcy risk, the capital structure selected by a company would have no impact 

on the overall cost of capital.” However, by holding the before income tax OCC 

constant, OPC Witness Rothschild has demonstrated the exact opposite, namely, that 

differing amounts of debt and equity in the capital structure have absolutely no impact 

on the revenue cost of capital. OPC Witness Rothschild has assumed a before income 

tax OCC of 10.61% (see page 12 lines 17-22 and Exhibit No. -JAR-4, pages 1 and 

2.) However, this violates the Modigliani / Miller principle. Using the information 

shown on Exhibit No. -(JAR+, I have produced Exhibit (PMA-10)- which derives 

the debt cost rates and common equity cost rates for each of the equity ratios shown on 

page 3 of Exhibit No. -(JAR-4). On the left half of the schedule, I have held the 

before income tax OCC constant at OPC Witness Robchild’s recommended 10.61%, 

while on the right side of Exhibit (PMA-IO), I have held the after income tax OCC or 

7.71% constant. The before income tax OCC when multiplied by rate base represents 

the revenue cost of capital, e.g., a before income tax OCC of 10.61% equates to $10.61 

which must be recovered from ratepayers for each $100 of rate base. It is clear from the 

left side of Exhibit (PMA-IO)-, that no matter what the common equity ratio, 

100.00%, 40.00% or something in between, that by holding the before income tax OCC 

of 10.61% constant, the revenue cost of capital will be $10.61 / $100 rate base. In other 

words, various capital structure rabos have no impact on the revenue cost of capital 

because no matter what the common equity ratio, 100.00% or 40.00%, ratepayers will 

13 
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be paying $10.61 per $100 of rate base. Hence, holding the before income tax OCC 

constant demonstrates that capital structure is irrelevant, contrary to the 

Modigliani/Miller principle when income taxes are taken into account, and provides no 

incentive to maintain a reasonable capital structure because there is no change in the 

revenue cost of capital, i.e., the rates recovered fkom ratepayers, as the common equity 

ratio changes as discussed below. 

As OPC Witness Rothschild states in lines 7-9 on page 23 of his direct testimony, 

“[ilt is because investor owned water and wastewater companies do have to pay income 

taxes that the overall cost of capital becomes too high if a company uses an excessive 

percentage of common equity in the capital structure.” It is precisely for this reason that 

it is necessary to hold the after income tax OCC constant, as is assumed by the current 

FL PSC leverage formula, because then the revenue cost of capital will vary with 

varying capital structure ratios. On the right half of Exhibit (PMA-IO)-, it is clear that 

the before income tax OCC rises as the common equity ratio rises in contrast to OPC 

Witness Rothschild’s constant after income tax OCC as the common equity ratio rises. 

For example, at a 40.00% common equity ratio, the before income tax OCC is 10.19% 

and the revenue cost of capital is $10.19 per $100 of rate base and rises to 12.55% at a 

100.00% common equity ratio for a revenue cost of capital of $12.55 per $100 of rate 

base. The revenue cost of capital rises as the equity ratio rises, holding the after-income 

tax OCC constant, consistent with the Modigliani / Miller principle upon which the FL 

PSC leverage formula is based. Hence, OPC Witness Rothschild’s recommendation 

that the before income tax OCC be held constant in the leverage formula should be 

rejected in this proceeding, because as OPC Witness Rothschild states on l i e s  9-12 of 
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his direct testimony: “[tlhe Commission should be concerned that a company prudently 

do what it can to lower its income tax expenses. Investors might not care if these taxes 

are paid for by ratepayers, but the Commission should care that ratepayers not be 

charged incomes taxes that a company could reasonably have avoided.” Continuing to 

hold the after income tax OCC constant in the FL PSC leverage formula accomplishes 

this goal. 

Do you have any comments on OPC Witness Rothschild’s example of how his 

proposed leverage formula would be used for water utilities? 

Yes, I do. On page 14, line 15 through page 16, line 3, OPC Witness Rothschild 

presents his suggestion for the application of his proposed leverage formula to water 

utilities. Curiously, in his example, he has correctly held the after tax OCC constant. 

However, his example is not accurate for three reasons. First, OPC Witness 

Rothschild’s calculation on lines 7-10 on page 15 of his direct testimony incorrectly 

uses a debt cost rate of 7.63%, when he has stated, correctly, on line 22 on page 14, that 

the debt cost rate should be 7.36%. Second, contrary to his own adjustment of common 

equity cost rate for changes in the common equity ratio, he has applied his 

recommended 9.40% common equity cost rate which is applicable to a common equity 

ratio of 49.12% to a common equity cost ratio of 46.37%. The correct common equity 

cost rate to be applied to a 46.37% common equity ratio based upon the leverage 

formula and OPC Witness Rothschild’s common equity cost rate of 9.40% is 9.60% as 

derived in the top half of Exhibit (PMA-I I)-. Third, on lines 16 and 17 of page 15 of 

his direct testimony, OPC Witness Rothschild says that he calculated a debt cost rate 

applicable to a 65% common equity ratio by “taking the difference between this 
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company’s ER of 65% and the comparative group’s ER of 53.63% and multiplying this 

difference by 0.0197%.” While a correct characterization of his suggested calculation 

in general terms, OPC Witness Rothschild actually took the difference between a 

common equity ratio of 65% and the comparative group’s total debt ratio of 53.63% 

(line 9 on page 15 of his direct testimony). The correct calculation would have taken 

the difference between a common equity ratio of 65% and the comparative group’s 

common equity ratio of 46.37%. 

The bottom half of Exhibit @MA-I 1)- correctly shows the calculation of OPC 

Witness Rothschild’s example for a water utility with a common equity ratio of 65% 

correctly using the 9.60% common equity cost rate applicable to a "man equity ratio 

of 46.37% and the correct debt cost rate of 7.36% derived in the top half of Exhibit 

(PMA-I 0)- 

VI. OPC WITNESS ROTHSCHILD’S ASSERTION OF AN IMPROPER 
COST OF EQUITY CHANGE 

Q. Do you agree that the 2008 leverage formula calculation reflects an “improper cost 

of equity change”. 

No. On pages 16-21 of his direct testimony, OPC Witness Rothschild asserts that the 

prime reason for what he terms the “improper cost of equity change” since the 2001 

adoption of the current leverage formula is due to the FL PSC Staffs CAPM 

calculation. His main criticism of the FL PSC Staffs CAPM calculation is its 

derivation of the market retum used to develop the market equity risk premium. The 

FL PSC Staff utilizes a quarterly DCF model for approximately 650 dividend paying 

Value Line companies using Value Line’s five-year projected growth in earnings per 

A. 
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share (EPS) and dividends per share (DPS). While it is true that the quarterly model 

differs in application fiom the two-stage growth model the FL PSC Staff utilizes for the 

Natural Gas Index, the resulting market return 12.20% is reasonable relative to the 

arithmetic mean total market retum for the years 1926-2007 as published by 

Momingstar’s Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearbook - Market Results for Stocks, 

Bonds. Bills, and Inflation - 1926-2007 (SBBI) of 12.3% which is appropriate for cost 

of capital purposes as will be discussed subsequently in relation to OPC Witness 

Rothschild’s so called “CAPM” calculation. Given that both ratemaking and the cost of 

capital are prospective, it is also reasonable to assess an expected market return when 

developing the market return used in the CAPM. As previously discussed, the current 

Value Line expected total market return 3-5 years hence is 17.32%. Therefore, the 

12.20% expected market return used by the FL PSC Staff is conservative. 

Although the current 12.20% expected market return used by the FL PSC Staff is 

higher than that used in the 2001 leverage formula, 10.89%, it is my opinion that the 

10.89% understated the expected market return in 2001 when compared with a 13.0% 

SBBI arithmetic mean total market return for the years 1926-2000 and the Value Line 

expected total market return in August 2001 of 16.09%. This is especially true given a 

currently less stable economic environment, the current potential for an economic 

recession, worsening economic indicators, and rising interest rates as discussed 

previously. 

On lines 9-11 on page 20 of his direct testimony, OPC Witness Rothschild claims 

that “the DCF method using short term earnings and dividends to compute 

growth is eurrently materially overstating the cost of equity.” Please comment. 

Q. 
I 
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21 Do you agree? 

22 A. No. It is entirely appropriate t: include the bond yield differential, the private 

23 placement premium, the small-utility risk premium and a flotation cost adjustment in 

A. To evaluate whether or not either the simplified, single-stage growth or quarterly 

versions of the DCF model using what OPC Witness Rothschild characterizes as “short- 

term” growth in EPS and DPS “currently materially” overstates the cost of common 

equity as claimed by OPC Witness Rothschild, I calculated DCF cost rates using both 

versions of the DCF for the companies in FL PSC Staffs Natural Gas Index. The 

results are shown on Exhibit (F‘MA-12)-. As shown in column 6 on page 1 ,  the 

quarterly DCF results in an average common equity cost rate of 8.58% and a median of 

8.65% and the simplified DCF results in an average common equity cost rate of 8.63% 

and a median of 8.60% as shown in column 5. Both of these results are below the two- 

stage growth DCF results for the Natural Gas Index of 9.68% derived on page 3 of 

Attachment 1 to Staffs May 8, 2008 memo and used in conjunction with its CAPM 

results in the current calculation of the leverage formula. In fact, both DCF results are 

lower than OPC Witness Rothschild’s own DCF results of 9.42%-9.43% for the Natural 

Gas Index shown on Exhibit No. ( J A R - 2 ) ,  page 1. Hence, OPC Witness Rothschild 

provides no basis for his generalization the “the DCF method using short-term earnings 

and dividends to compute growth is currently materially overstating the cost of equity”. 

VII. COST OF EQUITY ADDERS 

Q. OPC Witness Rothschild states on page 29 of his direct testimony that he believes 

that the four cost of common equity adders provided for in the 2001 Order and 

utilized by the FL PSC in the current 2008 leverage formula are inappropriate. 
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the derivation of the leverage formula 

W h y  is it appropriate to add a bond yield differential to the cost of common equity 

in the leverage formula? 

It is appropriate to include the bond yield differential in the cost of common equity 

calculation in the leverage formula because the bond yield differential reflected in the 

debt cost rate only compensates bond holders for the increased riskiness inherent in 

Baa3 public utility bonds relative to the riskiness inherent in A rated public utility 

bonds. I have previously demonstrated that it is neither necessary nor appropriate to 

change the debt cost rate as common equity ratios change. Consequently, there is no 

mechanism in the leverage formula to compensate common equity holders for the 

increased risk to which they are exposed for investing in the common shares of utilities 

with Baa3 rated bonds. 

In addition, to not reflect the bond yield differential in the common equity cost rate 

is in contradiction to OPC Witness Rothschild’s own testimony that the cost of 

common equity and interest rates move in the same direction and in approximately the 

same magnitude as he states on page 9, lines 1-4 of his direct testimony. Based upon 

his testimony on page 9, as the debt cost rate rises from 6.08%, the A-rated public 

utility bond yield, to 7.36%, the Baa3-rated public utility bond yield, or 128 basis points 

(1.28%), the common equity cost rate of 9.40% applicable to the 49.12% average 

common equity ratio of Natural Gas Index (see Exhibit No. -(JAR-8), page 1) should 

rise approximately 128 basis points as well, to 10.68% (10.68% = 9.40% + 1.28%). 

Instead, OPC Witness Rothschild das assumed that the 9.40% common equity cost rate 

is equally applicable to a utility whose bonds are rated Baa3 by Moody’s as it is to a 
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utility whose bonds are rated A2 by Moody’s. 

financial theory. 

Such an assumption is contrary to 

Moreover, financial theory indicates that there is an inverse relationship between 

the level of interest rates and equity risk premia. Exhibit (PMA-13)- is an excerpt 

from Roger A. Morin’s New Remlatory Finance concerning equity risk premium 

determinants. Dr. Morin presents a number of academic studies which demonstrate this 

inverse relationship, concluding that the equity risk premium falls as interest rates rise 

by an average of approximately 51 basis points (0.51%). The equity risk premium 

assumed by OPC Witness Rothschild for a utility whose bonds are rated A2 by 

Moody’s, with a debt cost rate of 6.08% and a common equity cost rate of 9.40% is 

3.32% (3.32% = 9.40% - 6.08%). Given that financial theory indicates that as interest 

rates rise, the equity risk premium falls by approximately 51 basis points (0.51%), a 

debt cost rate of 7.36%, or 128 basis points (1.28%) above the 6.08% debt cost rate, 

indicates that the equity risk premium applicable to a utility whose bonds are rated in 

Baa3 by Moody’s should be approximately 65 basis points (0.65%) lower than the 

equity risk premium applicable to a utility whose bonds are rated A2 by Moody’s. 

Since, the equity risk premium implicit in OPC Witness Rothschild’s recommended 

common equity cost rate of 9.40% relative to a debt cost rate of 6.08% is 3.32%, this 

means that the implicit equity risk premium relative to a utility whose debt cost rate is 

7.36% would be 2.67% (2.67% = 3.32% - 0.65%). However, by assuming that the 

9.40% common equity cost rate is equally applicable to a utility with a debt cost rate of 

7.36%, an equity risk premium of i 04% (2.04% = 9.40% - 7.36%) is implied. A lower 

equity risk premium of 2.04% relative to a higher debt cost rate of 7.36%, compared 
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with a 3.32% equity risk premium relative to a lower debt cost rate of 6.O8%, is at odds 

with the basis financial precept of risk and retum, where investors demand greater 

compensation for assuming greater risk. Financial theory indicates that the equity risk 

premium, given 9.40% common equity cost rate and 6.08% debt cost rate adjusted to 

reflect a 7.36% debt cost rate should be 2.67%, 63 basis points (0.63%) greater than the 

equity risk premium implied in OPC Witness Rothschild’s recommendation that his 

9.40% common equity cost rate is applicable to a utility with a debt cost of 7.36%. 

W h y  is it appropriate to add a private placement premium to the cost of common 

equity in the leverage formula? 

It is appropriate to include the private placement premium in the cost of common equity 

calculation in the leverage formula because investors in such debt demand 

compensation for the lack of liquidity relative to large, readily saleable publicly traded 

debt. Privately placed debt is typically held to maturity and does not, by definition, 

have a public market in which it is traded. Consequently, holders of privately placed 

debt therefore require a higher return than holders of publicly held debt and this higher 

return premium must also be reflected in common equity cost rate. 

W h y  is it appropriate to add a small-utility risk premium to the cost of common 

equity in the leverage formula? 

It is appropriate to include the small-utility risk premium in the cost of common equity 

calculation in the leverage formula because size is a factor which affects business risk 

and must be reflected in the common equity cost rate in the leverage formula. 

Please explain why size has a bearing on risk. 

Smaller companies are less capable of coping with significant events which affect sales, 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

I 
Q. 

A. 
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revenues and earnings. The loss of revenues from a few larger customers, for example, 

would have a greater effect on a small company than on a much larger company with a 

larger customer base. The individual water and wastewater utilities within the FL 

PSC’s jurisdiction are small regulated utilities. The ultimately allowed overall costs of 

capital and fair rates of return applied to those companies must reflect the impact of 

their small size on common equity cost rate. Size is an important factor which affects 

common equity cost rate, and the Florida water and wastewater utilities, including 

Utilities, Inc. on a consolidated basis are significantly smaller than the average company 

in the Natural Gas Utility Index whose market data are utilized in the leverage formula 

based upon market capitalization. 

Ten Natural Gas Utilities 
In the Leverage Formula 
Natural Gas Index 

Utilities, Inc. 
Florida Water 
& Wastewater Utils. 

Utilities, Inc. Florida 
Subsidiaries 

Market 
Cauitalization(1) 

($ Millions) 

$2,152.391 

$356.392 

$5.662 

$6.518 

(1) From page 1 of Exhibit (PMA-14)-. 

I have also made a study of the market capitalization of the ten LDCs in the FL 

PSC’s Natural Gas Index, Utilities, Inc., all Florida water and wastewater utilities filing 

2007 Annual Reports to the FL PSC as well as the Florida operating subsidiaries of 

Utilities, Inc.. The results are &own on page 1 of Exhibit (PMA-14)- which 

summarizes the market capitalizations as of August 29,2008. 
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None of the common stock of Utilities, Inc. the Florida water and wastewater 

utilities nor Utilities, Inc.’s Florida subsidiaries is publicly traded. Consequently, I have 

assumed that if their common stocks were publicly traded, their common shares would 

be selling at the same market-to-book ratio as the ten LDCs in the Natural Gas Index, or 

225.0% at August 29, 2008. Hence, the market capitalization of Utilities, Inc. is 

estimated at $356.392 million, of the Florida water and wastewater utilities is estimated 

at $5.662 million and that of the Florida subsidiaries of Utilities, Inc. is estimated at 

$6.518 as of August 29,2008. In contrast, the market capitalization of the average LDC 

in the FL PSC Staffs Natural Gas Index was $2.152 billion on August 29,2008. It is 

conventional wisdom, supported by actual retums over time, and a general premise 

contained in basic finance textbooks, that smaller companies tend to be more risky 

causing investors to expect greater returns as compensation for that risk. 

Does the fmancial literature affirm a relationship between size and common equity 

cost rate? 

Yes. Exhibit (PMA-15)- is an excerpt from Eugene F. Brigham’s Fundamentals of 

Financial Management in which be states? 

Q. 

A. 

A number of researchers have observed that portfolios of small-firms 
have earned consistently higher average returns than those of large 
firms stocks, this is called “small-firm effect.” On the surface, it would 
seem to be advantageous to the small firms to provide average returns 
in a stock market that are higher than those of larger firms. In reality, it 
is bad news for the small firm; what the small-firm effect means is that 
the capital market demands higher returns on stockr of smaN$rms 
than on otherwise similar stockr of the largef im.  (italics added) 

Q. What small-utility sue premia are indicated by comparison of the size of Utilities, 

Inc., the Florida water and wastewater utilities and the Florida operating 
1 

i Eugene F. Brigham, Fundamentals ofFinancial Manazement, Fifth Edition, The Dryden Press, 1989, p. 
623. 
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subsidiaries of Utilities, Inc. relative to the Natural Gas Index used in the leverage 

formula? 

They are 265 basis points, or 2.65%, relative to Utilities, Inc. and 428 basis points, of 

4.28%, relative to the average Florida water and wastewater utility as well as the Florida 

subsidiaries of Utilities, Inc. These premia is based upon data contained in Chapter 7 

entitled, "Firm Size and Return" from m. The determinations are based on the size 

premiums for decile portfolios of New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), American Stock 

Exchange (AMEX) and NASDAQ listed companies for the 1926-2007 period and 

related data shown on Exhibit (PMA-14)_ The average size premium for the 5" and 

61h deciles between which the LDCs in the Natural Gas Index fall has been compared to 

the average size premium for the gth and 10" decile between which Utilities, Inc. falls 

and the 10" decile in which all of the Florida water and wastewater utilities as well as 

the Florida subsidiaries of Utilities, Inc. fall, if their common stock were traded and 

sold at the August 29, 2008 average marketibook ratio of 225.0% experienced by the 

ten LDCs in the Natural Gas Index. As shown on page 1 of Exhibit (PMA-14)-, the 

size premium spread between the ten LDCs in the Natural Gas Index and Utilities, Inc. 

is 2.65% and between the ten LDCs and the average Florida water and wastewater 

utility and the Florida operating subsidiaries of Utilities, Inc. is 4.28%. The 50 basis 

point leverage formula small-utility size premium is therefore an extremely 

conservatively reasonable estimate of the magnitude of an adjustment needed to reflect 

the business risk differential between Utilities, Inc., the Florida water and wastewater 

utilities and the Florida operatin; subsidiaries of Utilities, Inc. and the Natural Gas 

A. 
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Q. 

A. 

Q- 

Index. 

On page 32, at lines 14-21 of his direct testimony, OPC Witness Rothschild 

references a chart on Exhibit No. -(JAR-3). Do you have any comment on this 

chart? 

Yes. Exhibit NO. -(JAR-3) shows no such chart. Therefore, 1 believe OPC Witness 

Rothschild‘s reference is to the charts shown in Exhibit No. -(JAR-7). OPC Witness 

Rothschild’s statement that “the data indicates [sic] that if a small company has a lower 

beta it would also have a lower expected retum and thus there is no reason for a small 

company to require a higher retum just because of its size” is an apparent reference to 

the fact that the average beta of the FL PSC Staffs Natural Gas Index is either 0.87 01 

0.88 (depending upon whether one is using the Staff’s calculation or OPC Witness 

Rothschild’s) relative to the betas of the ten deciles represented by the charts on Exhibit 

No. -(JAR-7). However, such a comparison is a mismatch because the 0.87 or 0.88 

average beta is calculated over a recent five-year period and the betas for the ten deciles 

shown on Exhibit No. -(JAR-7) are calculated over an 82 years period, Le., 1926- 

2007. Such a comparison is incorrect. Exhibit (PMA-16)- is an excerpt from SBBI 

which compares betas for the 82 years with those derived over the five years ending 

December 2007 for each decile. Substantial differences are obvious. For every decile, 

except for the largest two deciles, i.e., 1 and 2, the long-term betas are substantially 

greater than those over the recent five years. It is also clear from page 2 of Exhibit 

(PMA-16)- that the betas calculated over a recent five-year period are higher for the 

smallest deciles, the 8“ - lo“, than they are for the larger deciles. 

Do you have any additional comments regarding OPC Witness Rothschild’s 

I 
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rejection of a small-utility risk premium? 

Yes. As stated previously, it is the common equity portion of the jurisdictional rate 

bases of the Florida water and wastewater utilities to which the common equity cost rate 

set in this proceeding will be applied. Therefore, the retum on common equity must 

reflect the risks which the shareholder I shareholders in the regulated utility bear and 

thus require in order to invest in the utility. As discussed previously as well, one of 

those risks is that of small size. And it is the use to which invested capital is put which 

gives rise to the risk and the risk-appropriate rate of retum. Hence, each utility 

operating in Florida should be evaluated on a stand-alone basis. To do otherwise would 

be discriminatory and confiscatory. It is a generally-accepted financial principle that 

the risk of any investment is directly related to the assets in which the capital is 

invested. The PSC must focus on the risk and return on common equity investment in 

rate base for any utility under its jurisdiction, because it is each utility’s rates which will 

be set based upon the leverage formula determined in this proceeding and its is each 

individual utility’s rate base which serves its ratepayers. 

A. 

The risk or investment in each Florida water and wastewater utility is 

independent of the ownership or loaners of that capital. It is a basic financial principle 

that it is the use of the funds invested which gives rise to the risk of the investment, not 

the source of those funds. As Richard A. Brealey and Stewart C. Myers state in 

Princiuals of Comorate Finance (see Exhibit (PMA-I 7 ) L :  

The true cost of capital depends on the w e  to which the capital is put 
(italics in original) L * * *  

Each project should be evaluated at its own opportunity cost of capital; 
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the true cost of capital depends on the use to which the capital is put. 

Hence, each water and wastewater utility operating within the jurisdiction of the 

FL PSC must be viewed on its own merits. Therefore, the specific risk of investment in 

each utility, including its small size and greater financial risk, relative to the Natural Gas 

Index utilized to estimate the leverage formula is most important in order to establish an 

appropriate common equity cost rate. As Bluefield6 so clearly states: 

A public utility is entitled to such rates as will permit it to eam a return 
on the value of the property which it employs for the convenience of the 
public equal to that generally being made at the same time and in the 
same general part of the country on investments in other business 
undertakings which are attended by corresponding risks and 
uncertainties;. . . 

Bluefield is clear then that it is the “risks and uncertainties” surrounding the 

property employed for the “convenience of the public” which determines the 

appropriate level of rates and not the source of the capital financing that property. In 

this proceeding, the properties employed “for the convenience of the public” are the rate 

bases of the Florida water and wastewater utilities. Therefore, it is the total investment 

risk of each water and wastewater utility and their respective rate bases that are 

relevant. 

In view of all the foregoing, the 50 basis point small-utility size premium 

included in the leverage formula is conservatively reasonable and should be accepted in 

this proceeding. 

W h y  is it appropriate to add a flotation cost adjustment, or “financing costs 

adder” to use OPC Witness Rothschild term, to the cost of common equity in the 

Q. 

Bluefield Water Works Imurovement Co. v. Public Sew. Comm’n, 252 U.S. 679 (1922) 6 
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leverage formula? 

It is apppriate to include a flotation cost adjustment in the cost of common equity 

calculation because there is no other place in the revenue requirement formula 

previously discussed in which to recover the costs of common equity financing. Just as 

using the embedded cost of senior capital to set the authorized rate of return typically 

includes the necessary costs of issuances which raise the effective cost rate to maturity 

of senior capital above its stated coupon or dividend rates, a flotation cost adjustment 

must be added to the cost of common equity cost rate in order to adequately provide for 

the recovery of the necessary costs of issuing new common equity. 

A. 

VIII. OPC WITNESS ROTHSCHED’S APPLICATION OF THE DCF AND CAPM 

A. Discounted Cash Flow Model 

Q. 

A. OPC Witness Rothschild’s DCF application utilizes the sustainable growth 

methodology for determining the growth rate component. He calculates sustainable 

growth for each company “by solving for the Future Expected Retum on Book Equity 

multiplied by the Retention Rate” and then adding “an allowance for growth caused by 

the sale of new common stock above book value.” (lines 10-13 on page 46 of his direct 

testimony) and by estimating “the future expected retum on book equity by reviewing 

the retum on book equity published by Value Line, and considering that forecast in the 

context of historic actuai returns on equity.’’ (lines 17-19 on page 46 of his direct 

testimony.) On Exhibit No. ( J A R - Z ) ,  page 1, it is clear that the return on equity 

(ROE) utilized in OPC Witness Rothschild’s growth rate analysis is based upon five- 

year expectations by Value Line and the return on equity necessary to achieve Zack’s 

Please comment upon OPC Witness Rothschild DCF analysis. 

I 
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growth (presumable in five-year projected growth in earnings per share). His allowance 

for growth caused by the sale of new common stock above book value was also based 

upon five-year forecasts as is evident from lines 5-8 on page 47 of his direct testimony. 

Hence, OPC Witness Rothschild’s sustainable growth methodology is both a short-term 

forecast and inconsistent with his own testimony on page 18, lines 16-18 where he 

states that “[als I have argued for decades, these historical to short-term future five-year 

growth rates are NOT the kind of growth rate applicable for use in the DCF formula 

because they are not long-term sustainable growth rates.” Moreover, his sustainable 

growth methodology is inherently circular. 

OPC Witness Rothschild is correct when he states in lines 17-20 of page 44 of his 

direct testimony: “[tlhe cost of equity is the return investors expect to receive on their 

investment at market price, while the return on equity used to compute growth is equal 

to the retum investors expect a company will be able to earn on its book value at the 

time the DCF computation was being made.” However, his exclusive reliance upon the 

sustainable growth method is circular because it relies upon an expected ROE on book 

common equity which is then used in a DCF analysis to establish a common equity cost 

rate related to the market value of the common stocks. Thus, the resultant allowed ROE 

on book common equity is lower than the expected ROE used to derive the allowed 

ROE. Exhibit (PMA-18)- is an excerpt from Roger A. Morin’s book New Regulatory 

Finance which states the following regarding the sustainable growth method: 

There are three problems in the practical application of the sustainable 
growth method. The first is it may be even more difficult to estimate 
what b, r, s and v investors have in mind than it is to estimate what g is 
they envisage. It would appear far more economical and expeditious to use 
available growth forecasts and obtain g directly instead of relying on four 
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individual forecasts of the determinants of such growth, i t  seems only 
logical that the measurement and forecasting errors inherent in using four 
different variables to predict growth far exceed the forecasting error 
inherent in the direct forecast ofgrowth itself: 

Second, there is a potential element of circularity in estimating g by a 
forecast of b and ROE for the utility being regulated, since ROE is 
determined in large part by regulation. To estimate what ROE resides in 
the mindr of investors is equivalent to estimating the market's assessment 
of the outcome of regulatory hearings. Expected ROE is exactly what 
regulatory commissions set in determining an allowed rate of retum. In 
other words, the method requires an estimate of return on equity before it 
can even be implemented. Common sense would dictate the inconsistency 
of a return on equity recommendation that is different than the expected 
ROE that the method assumes the utility will earn forever. For example, 
using an expected retum on equity of 11% to determine the growth rate 
and using the growth rate to recommend a return on equity of 9% is 
inconsistent. It is not reasonable to assume that this regulatory utility 
company is expected to earn I I % forever, but recommend a 9% retum on 
equity. The only way this utility can earn I I %  is that rates be set by the 
regulator so that the utility will, in fact, eam 11% .... 

Third, the empirical finance literature discussed earlier demonstrates that 
the sustainable growth method of determining growth is not as 
significantly correlated to measures of value, such as stock price and 
price/eamings ratios, as other historical measures or analysts' growth 
forecasts. Other proxies for growth such as historical growih rates and 
analysts' growth forecasts outpei$orm retention growth estimates. (italics 
added) 

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that OPC Witness Rothschild's application of 

the DCF is circular and ignores the basic principle of rate base /rate of retum, namely, 

that the cost of equity which will be authorized in this proceeding will be applied to the 

jurisdictional book value rate bases of the various water utilities within the PSC's 

jurisdiction and become the allowed future earned retum on book common equity, Le., 

the expected ROE component of thy sustainable growth method. 
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B. Capital Asset Pricing Model 

Q. 

A. 

Please comment upon OPC Witness Rothschid’s “CAPM”. 

OPC Witness Rothschild claims that he utilizes a CAPM. However, his application is 

not the application of the CAPM. In CAPM theory, the Security Market Line (SML) is 

a line that demonstrates the relationship between risk and return as measured by beta 

and the required rate of return for individual securities? OPC Witness Rothschild’s 

charts on Exhibit No. - (JAR-7) show lines that do not represent the SML. Instead, 

he has merely plotted the compound annual returns from 1926 through 2007 for each of 

10 portfolios of common stocks based upon size related to the betas of those deciles. 

The SML has its origin at the risk-free rate, i.e., the intercept, whereas OPC Witness 

Rothschild estimates an intercept that he claims to be the risk-free rate. 

The graphs on Exhibit No. -(JAR-7) plot the compound returns for ten deciles 

based upon size from 1926 - 2007 related to the betas for the ten deciles calculated 

over the same 1926 - 2007 period. Please comment. 

A comparison of five-year betas with those calculated from 1926-2007, i.e., 82 years, is 

incorrect. As discussed previously, Exhibit (PMA-16)- compares betas for the 82 

years with those derived over the five years ending December 2007 for each decile. 

Substantial differences are obvious. For every decile, except for the largest two deciles, 

i.e., 1 and 2, the long-term betas are substantially greater than those over the recent five 

years. Drawing inferences from compound returns and rolling 82-year betas to impute a 

return related to current five-year betas is a mismatch. Moreover, basing such an 

Q. 

A. 

I 

Eugene F. Brigham, Fundamentals of Financial Manam“t, Sh Ed., The Dryden Press, 1989, p. 129 7 
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analysis upon compound, or geometric, retums is not appropriate for cost of capital 

purposes. 

Why is the geometric mean return inappropriate when estimating the cost of 

capital? 

The arithmetic mean return is appropriate for cost of capital purposes precisely because 

it captures the effect of changing economic conditions on risk premia over time. 

Because historical total retums and equity risk premium spreads differ in size and 

direction over time, the arithmetic mean provides insight into the variance and standard 

deviation of retums. The prospect for variance, i.e., standard deviation, captured in the 

arithmetic mean, provides the valuable insight needed by investors and rate of retum 

analysts alike to estimate the expected risk of stocks. Absent such insight, investors 

cannot meaningfully evaluate prospective risk. 

Q. 

A. 

As noted on pages 77 through 83 of m, shown in Exhibit (PMA-19)-, the 

arithmetic mean calculated over a very long period of time is the correct mean to use 

when estimating the cost of capital. & states: 

The equity risk premium data presented in this book are arithmetic 
average risk premia as opposed to geometric average risk premia. The 
arithmetic average equity risk premium can be demonstrated to be most 
appropriate when discounting future cash flows. For use as the 
expected equity risk premium in either the CAPM or the building block 
approach, the arithmetic mean or the simple difference of the 
arithmetic means of stock market retums and riskless rates is the 
relevant number. This is because both the CAPM and the building 
block approach are additive models, in which the cost of capital is the 
sum of its parts. The geometric average is more appropriate for 
reporting past performance, since it represents the compound average 
retum. 

t 

- Id.,p. 11. 
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The argument for using the arithmetic average is quite straightforward. 
In looking at projected cash flows, the equity risk premium that should 
be employed is the equity risk premium that is expected to actually be 
incurred over the future time periods. Graph 5-3 shows the realized 
equity risk premium for each year based on the retums of the S&P 500 
and the income retum on long-term government bonds. m e  actual, 
observed difference between the retum on the stock market and the 
riskless rate is known as the realized equity risk premium.) There is 
considerable volatility in the year-by-year statistics. At times the 
realized equity risk premium is even negative. 

As Ibbotson Associates’ states in their 1999 Yearbook (see Exhibit (Ph4A-20)-: 

The expected equity risk premium should always be calculated using 
the arithmetic mean. The arithmetic mean is the rate of retum which, 
when compounded over multiple periods, gives the mean of the 
probability distribution of ending wealth values .... Stated another way, 
the arithmetic mean is correct because an investment with uncertain 
retums will have a higher expected ending wealth value than an 
investment which earns, with certainty, its compound or geometric rate 
of return every ye ar.... Therefore. in the investment markets, where 
returns are described ly a probability distribution. the arithmetic 
mean is the measure that accounts for uncertainty, and is the 
appropriate one for estimating discount rates and the cost of capital. 
(italics added) 

Ex-post (historical) total returns and equity risk uremium sureads differ in size 

and direction over time. This is oreciselv why the arithmetic mean is imuortant as it 

provides insight into the variance and standard deviation of returns. This prospect for 

variance, as captured in the arithmetic mean, provides the valuable insight needed by 

investors to estimate future risk when making a current investment. Absent such 

valuable insight into the potential variance of returns, investors cannot meaningfully 

evaluate prospective risk. If investors relied upon the geometric mean of ex-post 

spreads, they would have no insight into the potential variance of future returns because 

Ibbotson Associates, Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation - 1999 Yearbook, pp. 157-158. 
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the geometric mean relates the change over many periods to a constant rate of change, 

thereby obviating the year-to-year fluctuations. or variance, critical to risk annlvsis 

The arithmetic mean return is appropriate for cost of capital purposes precisely 

because it captures the effect of changing economic conditions on risk premia over 

time. Because historical total returns and equity risk premium spreads differ in size and 

direction over time, the arithmetic mean provides insight into the variance and standard 

deviation of retums. The prospect for variance, i.e., standard deviation, captured in the 

arithmetic mean, provides the valuable insight needed by investors and rate of return 

analysts alike to estimate the expected risk of stocks. Absent such insight, investors 

cannot meaningfully evaluate prospective risk. 

The financial literature is quite clear on this point, that risk is measured by the 

variability of expected returns, i.e., the probability distribution of returns. Exhibit 

(PMA-21)- is an excerpt fiom Weston and Brighamlo who provide the standard 

financial textbook definition of the riskiness of an asset when they state: 

The riskiness of an asset is defined in terms of the likely variabilitv of 
future returns from the asset. (emphasis added) 

And Morinl' states on page 133 (see Exhibit (PMA-22)_): 

The geometric mean answers the question of what castant return you 
would have to achieve in each year to have your investment growth match 
the return achieved by the stock market. The arithmetic mean answers the 
question of what growth rate is the best estimate of the future amount of 
money that will be produced by continually reinvesting in the stock market. 
It is the rate of return which, compounded over multiple periods, gives the 
mean of the probability distribution of ending wealth. (emphasis added) 

~~~~ 

I. Fred Westou and Eugene F. Brigham, Essentials of Manaeerial Finance, 3" Ed., The Dryden Press, 1974, 
p. 272. 

Roger A. Moriu, New Rermlatow Finance, Public Utility Reports, 2006, p. 133 
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Q. 

A. 

In addition, Brealey and Myers” note (see Exhibit (pMA-23)_): 

The proper uses of arithmetic and compound rates of return from past 
investments are often misunderstood. . . Thus the arithmetic average of 
the returns correctly measures the opportunity cost of capital for 
investments. . . Moral: If the cost of capital is estimated from historical 
returns or risk premiums, use arithmetic averages, not compound annual 
rates of return. (italics in original) 

As previously discussed, investors gain insight into relative riskiness by analyzing 

expected future variability. This is accomplished by the use of the arithmetic mean of 

a distribution of returns / premia because it takes into account all of the returns / 

premia, hence, providing meaningful insight into the variance and standard deviation 

of those returns / premia. 

Can it be demonstrated that the arithmetic mean takes into account all of the 

returns and therefore, that the arithmetic mean is appropriate to use when 

estimabhg the opportunity cost of capital? 

Yes. Exhibit (Ph4A-24)- which consists of three pages, graphically demonstrates 

this premise. Page 1 charts the returns on large company stocks for each and every 

year, 1926 through 2007 from m. It is clear from looking at the variation of these 

returns that stock market returns, and hence, equity risk premia, vary. 

The distribution of each and every one of those returns for the entire period from 

1926 through 2007 is shown on page 2. There is a clear bell-shaped pattem to the 

probability distribution of returns. The arithmetic mean of this distribution of returns 

takes into account all of the returns in the distribution and thus the potential variance 
I 

’* Richard A. Brealey and Stewart C. Myers, Princiules of Comorate Finance, The McCraw-Hill Companies., 
Inc., 1996, pp. 146-147. 
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and standard deviation likely to be experienced in the future when estimating the rate 

of retum based upon such historical returns. In contrast, page 3 of Exhibit (PMA- 

24)-, demonstrates that when the geometric mean is calculated, only two of the 

returns are taken into account, namely the initial and terminal years, which, in this 

w e ,  are 1926 and 2007. Based only upon those two years, a constant rate of return is 

calculated by the geometric average. That constant retum, when represented 

graphically, would be a flat line over the entire 1926 to 2006 time period which is 

obviously far different kom reality, based upon the probability distribution of returns 

shown on page 2 and demonstrated on page 1. 

In view of all the foregoing, it should be clear that the arithmetic mean long-term 

historical risk premium takes the standard deviation of returns which is critical to risk 

analysis into account. The geometric mean is appropriate only when measuring 

historical performance and should not be used to estimate the investors’ required rate 

of return. 

Q. On page 50 at line 22 through page 51, lines 4 of his direct testimony, OPC 

Witness Rothschild states that the average beta for the natural gas index, 0.88, 

indicates that the non-diversifiable risk for the LDCs is 88% of the average, with 

average risk implied as the risk of the market whose beta is 1.00 by defmition. 

Please comment. 

OPC Witness Rothschild is incorrect. Beta accounts for very little of total risk. Beta is 

a measure of market or systematic, non-diversifiable risk and not of non-systematic, 

company-specific or diversifiable nsk. Exhibit (PMA-25)- shows the R-squared (R’), 

or coefficient of determination, of the betas for a proxy goup of six AUS Utility 

A. 

t 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Reports water companies (which will be discussed subsequently) and the Florida PSC 

natural gas index. As shown, the average R’ is approximately .19 for the water 

companies and .3 1 for the LDCs, which indicates that beta accounts for only about 19% 

and 31% of total risk for the two groups, respectively, with the remainder or 81% and 

69%, being company-specific, diversifiable risk. Page 4 of Exhibit (PMA-25) - shows 

the distribution of R2 for the approximately 5,000 companies included in m. It is 
clear from Graph 6-4, that most of the 5,000 companies have R’ of less then 0.30 

What is the significance of the R’, or coefticient of determination statistic? 

It is an indication of the percentage of the total risk of a stock attributable to non- 

diversifiable risk. In other words, for the two groups, the non-diversifiable risk is equal 

to about 19% and 31% of their total risk, respectively, and not 88% as suggested by 

OPC Witness Rothschild. 

Does the academie literature substantiate that the coefficient of determination, or 

R2, which represents that portion of a company’s risk that is non-diversifiable and 

not its beta? 

Yes. Exhibit (PMA-26)- is an excerpt from lack Clark Francis’ book Investments: 

Analvsis and Management which shows clearly on pages 3 and 4 that the coefficient of 

determination represents systematic, or non-diversifiable risk. As explained previously, 

for the group of water utilities and LDCs, respectively, that is equal to approximately 

19% and 31% and not 88%. 

Did OPC Witness Rothschid calculate an equity risk premium in his “CAPM” 

analysis? 

No. He never calculated an equity risk premium which is an integral component of the 

I 
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Q. 

A. 

CAPM formula. He merely deducted the interest rate on long-term inflation indexed 

U S .  Treasury Bonds h m  a spot yield on 30-year U.S. Treasury Bonds to estimate the 

expected rate of inflation with which to reduce the 1926-2007 returns for companies 

with an average beta of 0.88. In addition, he did not begin his analysis with a risk-free 

rate, i.e., the intercept and first component of the CAPM formula. Hence, his so-called 

“CAF’M” is not really a CAF’M. 

OPC Witness Rothschild cites SBBI as comparison with his CAPM results. Please 

comment. 

The 9.66% return discussed by SBBI is based upon a geometric mean return. As 

discussed previously, OPC Witness Rothschild’s use of the geometric mean is incorrect 

for cost of capital purposes. Exhibit (PMA-27)- contains the pages from SBBI in 

which the Ibbotson-Chen supply model is discussed. It is very clear from the 

information shown on pages 5 and 6 of Exhibit (PMA-27)-, that the 9.66% equity 

retum is based upon the geometric mean which includes an equity risk premium of 

4.24% “on a geometric basis.” Also, on page 7, SBBI states: 

The supply side equity risk premium calculated earlier is a geometric 
calculation. An arithmetic calculation, as mentioned earlier in the 
chapter, is most appropriate when discounting fume cash flows. For 
use as the expected equity risk premium in either the CAF’M or the 
buildup approach, the arithmetic calculation is the relevant number. 

On page 7 of Exhibit (PMA-27)- SBBI also shows the conversion of the 4.24% 

geometric mean equity risk premium to an arithmetic mean equity risk premium. The 

conversion results in an arithmetic mean equity risk premium of 6.23% which is 1.99 

percentage points greater than the geometric mean of 4.24%. Hence, an increase of 

equity risk premium of 1.99% and SBBI’s emphasis upon the arithmetic mean for cost 

I 
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of capital estimation purposes, a properly derived common equity cost rate using the 

Ibbotson-Chen method is 11.67% (9.66% + 1.99%). This implies a CAPM cost rate 

applicable to the LDCs with an average beta of 0.88 of 10.92% (1 1.67% - 6.23% = R , ,  

of 5.440/0. And, 5.44Y0 + 0.88 * (11.67% - 5.44%) = 10.92%, thereby confirming the 

gross inadequacy of OPC Witness Rothschild’s so called “CAPM’ cost rate. 

E. REASONABLENESS OF THE FL PSC STAFF’S LEVERAGE FORMULA 

Q. 

A. 

Are the results of the FL PSC Staffs leverage formula reasonable ? 

In View of all of the foregoing, it is my opinion that the results of the FL PSC Staffs 

leverage formula are reasonable. In my direct testimony in ths  proceeding I stated at 

lines 18-21 on page 2 that “based upon my experience as an expert witness on rate of 

return in numerous rate proceedings (see Exhibit (PMA-1)- accompanying my direct 

testimony) and current capital market conditions, it is my opinion that the results of 

leverage formula are reasonable for establishing a retum on equity for water and 

wastewater utilities in Florida.” Exhibit (PMA-28)- provides an analysis of the cost 

rate of common equity utilizing the applications of the DCF, Risk Premium Model 

(RF’M), CAPM and Comparable Earnings Model (CEM) which I typically include in 

testimony on rate of retum in the numerous rate proceedings listed on Exhibit (PMA- 

1)- accompanying my direct testimony. A description of my application of these 

models is provided in Appendix A accompanying this rebuttal testimony. It is clear, 

especially from the DCF results and the CAPM results for both the proxy goup of Six 

AUS Utility Reports water companies and the Florida PSC Natural Gas Index, that the 

DCF cost rate of 9.68% and C h M  cost rate of 11.40% are reasonable, if not 

conservative, prior to giving consideration to the bond yield differential, the private 
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placement premium, the small-utility risk premium and adjustment for common equity 

ratio. And as stated in t h e m  decision”: 

Under the statutory standard of ‘just and reasonable’ it is the result 
reached, not the method employed which is controlling ... It is not 
theory but the impact of the rate order which counts. If the total effect of 
the rate order cannot be said to be unjust and unreasonable, judicial 
inquiry under the act is at an end. The fact that the method employed to 
reach that result may contain infirmities is not then important. 

Q. 

A. Yes, it does. 

Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 

Federal Power Commission Y. How Natural Gas Co., 320 US. 591 (1944). 13 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A 

APPENDIX A TO THE 
REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF PAULINE M. AHERN, CRRA 

Proxv Groue 

Please explain how you chose the proxy group of sin AUS Utility Reports water 

companies. 

The basis of selection for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies 

were those companies which meet the following criteria: 1) they are included in the 

Water Company Group of AUS Utility Reports (September 2008); 2) they have )!&g 

- Line or Reuters consensus five-year EPS growth rate projections; 3) they have a )!&g 

- Line adjusted beta; 4) they have not cut or omitted their common dividends during the 

five years ending 2007 or through the time of the preparation of this testimony; 5 )  they 

have 60% or greater of total net operating income derived from and 60% or greater of 

total assets devoted to regulated water operations; and 5 )  which, at the time of the 

preparation of this testimony, had not publicly announced that they were involved in any 

major merger or acquisition activity. 

Discounted Cash Flow Model 

Please describe the dividend yield you used in your application of the DCF model. 

The unadjusted dividend yields are based upon an average of a recent spot date (August 

29,2008) as well as an average of the three months ended August 29,2008, respectively, 

r 

U 7 - J  

which are derived on page 3 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-. The average unadjusted y i e 1 9  80 5 
? -  u 

2.78% and the median unadjusted yield is 2.86% for the six AUS Utility Reports water e ;r 
a. 0 x. v) 

companies and 3.62% and 3.63%, respectively, for the FL PSC Natural Gas Index. 2 ~3 li? I - c u  z 
x c b  i-. 
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Q- Please explain the dividend growth component shown on page 2 of Exhibit (PMA- 

28)- Column 2. 

Because dividends are paid quarterly, or periodically, as opposed to continuously (daily), 

an adjustment to the dividend yield must be made. This is often referred to as the 

discrete, or the Gordon Periodic, version of the DCF model. 

A. 

Since the various companies in the proxy groups increase their quarterly dividend 

at various times during the year, a reasonable assumption is to reflect one-half the annual 

dividend growth rate in the DI expression, or D~Q.  This is a conservative approach which 

does not overstate the dividend yield which should be representative of the next twelve- 

month period. Therefore, the actual average dividend yields in Column 1 on page 2 of 

Exhibit (PMA-28)- have been adjusted upward to reflect one-half the growth rates 

shown in Column 4. 

Please explain the basis of the growth rates of the proxy groups which you use in 

your application of the DCF model. 

In my opinion, investors are likely to place great significance on the opinions expressed 

by financial information services, such as Value Line and Reuters, which are easily 

accessible and/or available on the Internet. Forecasts by analysts, including Value Line, 

are typically limited to five years. In my opinion, investors in water utilities would have 

little interest in historical growth rates beyond the most recent five years because an 

historical five-year period balances the fiveyear period for projected growth rates. 

Consequently, the use of fiveyear historical and five-year projected growth rates in 

earnings per share (EPS) and dividends per share @PS) as well as the sum of internal and 

external growth in per share value (BR + SV) is appropriate to consider in the 

Q. 

A. 

I 
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determination of a growth rate for use in this application of the DCF model. In addition, 

investors realize that analysts have significant insight into the dynamics of the industries 

and they analyze individual companies as well as companies' abilities to effectively 

manage the effects of changing laws and regulations. Consequently, I have reviewed 

analysts' projected growth in EPS, as well as historical and projected five-year compound 

growth rates in EPS, DPS and (BR + SV) for each company in the proxy groups. 

Because the gas distribution industry has been partially deregulated, it is my opinion that 

investors rely upon forecasted EPS growth rates when arriving at their required retum on 

common equity for gas distribution companies. Therefore, for these companies, I will 

rely exclusively upon forecasted growth rates in EPS in my application of the DCF. 

However, for the water companies, because the industry has not experienced the 

deregulation experienced by the gas distribution companies, I will also rely upon 

historical growth rates in my application of the DCF. The historical growth rates are from 

Value Line or are calculated in a manner similar to Value Line, while the projected 

growth rates in earnings are from Value Line and Reuters forecasts. Reuters growth rate 

estimates are not available for DPS and internal growth, and they do not include the 

Value Line projections. 

For the water companies, in addition to evaluating EPS and DPS growth rates, it 

is reasonable to assume that investors also assess (BR + SV). The concept is based on 

well documented financial theory that future dividend growth is a function of the portion 

of the overall retum to investors which is reinvested in the firm plus the sales of new 

common stock. Consequently, the growth component as proxied by internal and external 

growth is defined as follows: 
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g =  BR f SV 

Where: 

B = 

R = 

S = 

V = 

the fraction of earnings retained by the firm, 
i.e., retention ratio 
the retum on common equity 

the growth in common shares outstanding 

the premium/discount of a company’s stock price 
relative to its book value, i.e., one minus the 
complement of the markethook ratio. 

Consistent with the use of five-year historical and five-year projected growth 

rates in EPS and DPS, I have derived five-year historical and fiveyear projected (BR + 

SV) growth. Projected EPS growth rate averages and medians are shown in Column 4 on 

the lower half of Schedule PMA-7, while historical and projected growth rates in DPS, 

EPS, and BR + SV are shown in Column 4 on the upper half of page 2 of Exhibit (PMA- 

28)-. The bases of these growth rates are summarized for the companies in the proxy 

groups on page 4, Exhibit (PMA-28)-. Supporting growth rate data are detailed on 

pages 5 through 10 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-, while pages 31 through 46 contain all of the 

most current Value Line Investment Survey data for the companies in the two proxy 

groups. 

Q. 

A. 

Please summarize the DCF model result. 

As shown on page 2 of Exhibit (PMA-28)- the result of the application of the DCF 

model is 11.47% using the average and 11.46% when using the median value of the six 

AUS Utility Reports water companies results. As also shown on page 2 of Exhibit 

(PMA-28)-, the results of the application of the DCF model is 9.82% using the 

average and 9.43% when using the median value of the FL PSC Natural Gas Index 
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result. In arriving at conclusions of indicated common equity cost rate for the proxy 

groups, I have relied upon the median of the results of the DCF. I utilize the median 

due to the wide range of DCF results as well as the currently extremely volatile capital 

market condition. In my opinion, the median is a more accurate and reliable measure of 

central tendency, and provides recognition to all the DCF results. 

In view of the foregoing, as shown on page 2 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-, the 

indicated common equity cost rate based upon the application of the DCF model is 

11.66% for the six AUS Utility Reports water companies and 9.43% for the FL PSC 

Natural Gas Index. 

The Risk Premium Model /RPw 

Q. 

A. 

Please describe the theoretical basis of the RPM. 

Risk Premium thmry indicates that the cost of common equity capital is greater than the 

prospective company-specific cost rate for long-term debt capital. In other words, the 

cost of common equity equals the expected cost rate for long-term debt capital plus a 

risk premium to compensate common shareholders for the added risk of being 

unsecured and last-in-line for any claim on the corporation’s assets and earnings. 

Please explain the basis of the expected bond yields of 6.58% and 6.76% 

applicable to the average company in each proxy group, respectively. 

Because the cost of common equity is prospective, a prospective yield on similarly- 

rated long-term debt is essential. As shown on page 12 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-, 

although based upon only one water company, the average Moody’s bond rating is A2 

for the six AUS Utility Reports kiter companies while the average Moody’s bond 

rating is A3 for the FL PSC Natural Gas Index. 1 relied upon a consensus forecast of 

Q. 

A. 
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about 50 economists of the expected yield on Aaa rated corporate bonds for the six 

calendar quarters ending with the fourth calendar quarter of 2009 as derived from the 

September 1,2008 Blue Chiu Financial Forecasts (shown on page 2 of Exhibit (PMA- 

12) - . As shown on Line No. 1 of page 11 of Exhibit (PMA-28)- the average 

expected yield on Moody’s Aaa rated corporate bonds is 5.87%. It is necessary to 

adjust that average yield to be equivalent to a Moody’s A2 rated public utility bond. 

Consequently, an adjustment to the average prospective yield on Aaa rated corporate 

bonds of 0.71% was required. It is shown on Line No. 2, page 12 and explained in Note 

2 at the bottom of the page. After adjustment, the expected bond yield applicable to a 

Moody’s A rated public utility bond is 6.58% as shown on Line No. 3. 

Because the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies average 

Moody’s bond rating is A2, no adjustment is necessary to make the prospective bond 

yield applicable to an A2 public utility bond. However, because the average Moody’s 

bond rating of the FL PSC Natural Gas Index is A3, an adjustment of 18 basis points 

(0.18%) is necessary to make the prospective bond yield applicable to an A3 public 

utility bond. Therefore, the expected specific bond yields is 6.58% for the proxy group 

of water companies and 6.76% for the FL PSC Natural Gas Index. 

Please explain the method utilized to estimate the equity risk premium. 

I evaluated the results of two different historical equity risk premium studies, as well as 

Value Line’s forecasted total annual market retum in excess of the prospective yield on 

high grade coqmrate bonds, as detailed on pages 15,16 and 17 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-. 

As shown on Line No. 3, page 15, the mean equity risk premium is 5.58% applicable to 

the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies and 4.96% applicable to 

Q. 
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the FL PSC Natural Gas Index. These estimates are the result of an average of a beta- 

derived historical equity risk premium exclusively as will be discussed subsequently as 

well as the mean historical equity risk premium applicable to public utilities with bonds 

rated A based upon holding period returns. 

The basis of the beta-derived equity risk premium applicable to the proxy 

group is shown on page 16 of Exhibit (pMA-28)-. The beta-determined equity risk 

premium should receive substantial weight because betas are derived from the market 

prices of common stocks over a recent fiveyear period. Beta is a meaningful measure 

of prospective relative risk to the market as a whole and is a logical means by which to 

allocate a relative share of the market's total equity risk premium. 

The total market equity risk premium utilized is 6.20% and is based 
exclusively upon the long-term historical market risk premium after a 
review of both the long-term historical and forecasted market risk 
premia. Because it is my opinion that the current and recent 
substantial volatility in the stock market is extraordinary and not 
representative of the expected long-term, neither is the current 
forecasted market risk premium as shown on page 16 of Exhibit 
(PMA-28)-. To derive the historical market equity risk premium, I 
used the most recent Momingstar' data on holding period returns for 
the S&P 500 Composite Index and the average historical yield on 
Moody's Aaa and A rated corporate bonds for the period 1926-2007. 

The long-term arithmetic mean total return rate on the market as a whole of 

12.30% and the long-term arithmetic mean yield on corporate bonds of 6.10% were 

used, as shown at Line Nos. 1 and 2 of page 16 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-. As shown on 

Line No. 3 of page 16, the resultant long-term historical equity risk premium on the 

market as a whole is 6.20%. 1 used arithmetic mean return rates because they are 

appropriate for cost of capital purposes as discussed previously. 
I 

' Morningstar. Inc. acquired lbbotson Associates in 2006. 
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The basis of the forecasted market equity risk premium can be found on Line 

Nos. 4 through 6 on page 16 of Exhibit (PMA-28)_ It is derived from an average of 

the most recent 3-month (using the months of June 2008 through August 2008) and a 

recent spot (August 29, 2008) median market price appreciation potentials by &&g 

Line as explained in detail in Note 1 on page 21 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-. 

The average expected price appreciation is 78% which translates to 15.51% per 

annum and, when added to the average (similarly calculated) dividend yield of 2.32% 

equates to a forecasted annual total return rate on the market as a whole of 17.83%. 

Thus, this methodology is consistent with the use of the 3-mOnth and spot dividend 

yields in my application of the DCF model. To derive the forecasted total market equity 

risk premium of 11.96% shown on Exhibit (Ph4A-28)- page 16, Line No. 6, the 

September 1, 2008 forecast of about 50 economists of the expected yield on Moody’s 

Aaa rated corporate bonds for the six calendar quarters ending with the fourth calendar 

quarter 2009 of 5.87% fiom Blue Chia Financial Forecasts was deducted from the 

Value Line total market return of 17.83%. The calculation resulted in an expected 

market risk premium of 11.96%. 

However, because I believe the current and recent substantial volatility in the 

stock market is extraordinary and not representative of the expected long-term, in this 

instance, I will not rely upon the forecasted market equity risk premium but rather, will 

rely upon this historical long-term arithmetic market equity risk premium of 6.20%. 

On page 18 of Exhibit (PMA-28)- the most current Value Line betas for the 

companies in the two groups are shown. Applying the median beta of the proxy group, 

consistent with my reliance upon the median DCF results as previously discussed, to the 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

market equity risk premium of 6.20% results in a beta adjusted equity risk premium of 

6.51% for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies and 5.27% for 

the FL PSC Natural Gas Index as shown on Line No. 9. 

A mean equity risk premium of 4.65% applicable to companies with A rated 

public utility bonds was calculated based upon holding period returns from a study 

using public utilities, as shown on Line No. 2, page 15 of Exhibit (PMA-28),  and 

detailed on page 17 of the same Exhibit. 

The equity risk premia applicable to the proxy group of six AUS Utility 

Reports water companies and FL PSC Natural Gas Index are the averages of the beta- 

derived premia and that based upon the holding period returns of public utilities with A 

rated bonds, as summarized on Exhibit (PMA-28)- page 15, i.e., 5.58% and 4.96%, 

respectively. 

What are the indicated RPM common equity cost rates? 

They are 12.16% for the six AUS Utility Reports water companies, 11.72% for the FL 

PSC Natural Gas Index as shown on Exhibit (PMA-28)-, page 1. 

The CaDital Asset Pricine Model (CAPM) 

Please explain the theoretical basis of the CAPM. 

CAPM theory defines risk as the covariability of a security's returns with the market's 

returns. This covariability is measured by beta ("PI'), an index measure of an individual 

security's variability relative to the market. A beta less than 1.0 indicates lower 

variability while a beta greater than 1.0 indicates greater variability than the market. 

The CAPM assumes that ah other risk, i.e., all non-market or unsystematic risk, 

can be eliminated through diversification. The risk that cannot be eliminated through 
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diversification is called market, or systematic, risk. The CAPM presumes that investors 

require compensation for risks that cannot be eliminated through diversification. 

Systematic risks are caused by macroeconomic and other events that affect the returns 

on all assets. Essentially, the model is applied by adding a risk-kee rate of return to a 

market risk premium. This market risk premium is adjusted proportionately to reflect 

the systematic risk of the individual security relative to the market as measured by beta. 

The traditional CAF'M model is expressed as: 

R, = Rr+ POim - Rd 

Where: R , =  Return rate on the common stock 

Rr = Risk-free rate of return 

R,,, = Retum rate on the market as a whole 

fi = Adjusted beta (volatility of the security 
relative to the market as a whole) 

Numerous tests of the CAPM have confirmed its validity. These tests have 

measured the extent to which security returns and betas are related as predicted by the 

CAPM. However, Morin observes that while the results support the notion that beta is 

related to security returns, it has been determined that the empirical Security Market 

Line (SML) described by the CAPM formula is not as steeply sloped as the predicted 

SML. Morin* states: 

With few exceptions, the empirical studies agree that ... low-beta 
securities e m  r e m s  somewhat higher than the CAPM would predict, 
and high-beta securities earn less than predicted. 

* * *  
I 

&,alp. 175. 
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Therefore, the empirical evidence suggests that the expected return on 
a security is related to its risk by the following approximation: 

K = R F + x ~ ( R M - R F ) + ( ~ - x )  ~ ( R M - R F )  

where x is a fraction to be determined empirically. The value of x that 
best explains the observed relationship Return = 0.0829 + 0.0520 p is 
between 0.25 and 0.30. If x = 0.25, the equation becomes: 

K = RF + 0.25(R~ - RF) + 0.75 ~ ( R M  - RF)~ 

In view of theory and practical research, I have applied both the traditional 

CAPM and the empirical CAPM to the companies in the proxy group and averaged the 

results. 

Q. 

A. 

Please describe your selection of a risk-free rate of return. 

As shown at the top of column 3 on page 20 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-, the risk-free rate 

adopted for both applications of the CAPM is 4.78%. It is based upon the average 

consensus forecast of the reporting economists in the September 1, 2008 Blue Chip 

Financial Forecasts as shown in Note 2, page 21, of the expected yields on 30-year U.S. 

Treasury bonds for the six quarters ending with the fourth calendar quarter 2009. 

Please explain the estimation of the expected equity risk premium for the market. 

After estimating investors’ expected total return rate for the market, 1 subtract the 

expected risk-free rate from the expected total return rate for the market to arrive at an 

expected equity risk premium for the market, some proportion of which must be 

allocated to the companies in the proxy group through the use of beta. The total market 

equity risk premium utilized was 7.1 % and, in this instance, is based upon the long-term 

historical market risk premia becaye, in my opinion, the current and recent substantial 

Q. 

A. 

- Id.. at p. 190. 
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volatility in the stock market is extraordinary and not representative of the expected 

long-term. 

The basis of the projected median market equity risk premium is explained in 

detail in Note 1 on page 21 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-. As previously discussed, it is 

derived from an average of the most recent %month (using the months of June 2008 

through August 2008) and a recent spot (August 29, 2008) 3 - 5 year median total 

market price appreciation projections from Value Line, and the long-term historical 

average from Momingstar. The appreciation projections by Value Line plus average 

dividend yield equate to a forecasted annual total retum rate on the market of 17.83%. 

The long-term historical retum rate of 12.30% on the market as a whole is from m. 
In each instance, the relevant risk-free rate was deducted from the total market retum 

rate. For example, h m  the Value Line projected total market return of 17.83%, the 

forecasted average risk-free rate of 4.78% was deducted indicating a forecasted market 

risk premium of 13.05%. From the Ibbotson Associates' long-term historical total 

return rate of 12.30%, the long-term historical income return rate on long-term US. 

Government Securities of 5.20% was deducted indicating an historical equity risk 

premium of 7.10%. Thus, the average of the projected and historical total market risk 

premia of 13.11% and 7.10%, respectively, is 10.08%. However, as stated previously, I 

will rely upon the historical market equity risk premium of 7.10%. 

What are the results of your application of the traditional and empirical CAPM to 

the two groups? 

As shown on Exhibit (PMA-28)-, Line No. 1 of page 19, the traditional CAPM cost 

rate is 12.24% for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies and 
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10.95% for the FL PSC Natural Gas Index. And, as shown on Line No. 2 of page 20, 

the empirical CAPM cost rate is 12.15% for the six AUS Utility Reports water 

companies and 11.08% for the FL PSC Natural Gas Index. The traditional and 

empirical CAPM cost rates are shown individually by company on Exhibit (PMA- 

28)-. As with the DCF results discussed previously, and for the same reasons, namely 

the wide range of results and the current extremely volatile capital markets, I rely upon 

the median results of the traditional CAPM and ECAPM for the proxy group. As 

shown on Line No. 3, the CAPM cost rate applicable to the proxy group of six AUS 

Utility Reports water companies is 12.20%, while the CAPM cost rate applicable to the 

FL PSC Natural Gas Index is 11.95% based upon the traditional and empirical CAPM. 

Comuarable Earnings Model (CEW 

Q. Please describe your application of the comparable earnings model and how it is 

used to determine common equity cost rate. 

My applications of the CEM are summarized on pages 22 through 30 of Exhibit (PMA- 

28)-. Pages 22 through 24 show the CEM results for the proxy group of six AUS 

Utility Reports water companies and page 25 shows the CEM results for the FL PSC 

Natural Gas Index. Supporting data are shown on pages 26 through 29 and page 30 

contains notes related to pages 22 through 29. 

A. 

The comparable eamings approach is derived fiom the "corresponding risk" 

standard of the landmark cases of the U.S. Supreme Court. Therefore, it is consistent 

with the & doctrine that the return to the equity investor should be commensurate 

with returns on investments in other firms having corresponding risks. 
I 

The CEM is based upon the fundamental economic concept of opportunity cost 
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which maintains that the true cost of an investment is equal to the cost of the best 

available alternative use of the funds to be invested. The opportunity cost principle is 

also consistent with one of the fundamental principles upon which regulation rests: that 

regulation is intended to act as a surrogate for competition and to provide a fair rate of 

return to investors. 

The CEM is designed to measure the retums expected to be earned on the book 

common equity, in this case net worth, of similar risk enterprises. Thus, it provides a 

direct measure of return, since it translates into practice the competitive principle upon 

which regulation rests. In my opinion, it is inappropriate to use the achieved returns of 

regulated utilities of similar risk because to do so would be circular and inconsistent 

with the principle of equality of risk with non-price regulated firms. 

The difficulty in application of the CEM is to select a proxy group of 

companies which are similar in risk, but are not price regulated utilities. Consequently, 

the first step in determining a cost of common equity using the comparable earnings 

model is to choose an appropriate proxy group or groups of non-price regulated firms. 

The proxy group(s) should be broad-based in order to obviate any company-specific 

aberrations. As stated previously, utilities need to be eliminated to avoid circularity 

since the returns on book common equity of utilities are substantially influenced by 

regulatory awards and are therefore not representative of the retums that could be 

earned in a truly competitive market. 

Please describe your application of the CEM. 

My application of the CEM is market-based in that the selection of non-price regulated 

firms of comparable risk is based upon statistics derived from the market prices paid by 

Q. 

A. 
I 
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investors. 

I have chosen two proxy groups of domestic, non-price regulated firms to 

reflect both the systematic and unsystematic risks of the proxy groups of six AUS 

Utility Reports water companies and the FL PSC Natural Gas Index, respectively. The 

proxy group of two hundred twenty-two non-utility companies similar in risk to the 

proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies and forty-nine non-utility 

companies similar in risk to the FL PSC Natural Gas Index are listed on pages 22 

through 25, Exhibit (PMA-28)-. The criteria used in the selection of these proxy 

companies were that they be domestic non-utility companies and have a meaningful rate 

of return on net worth, common equity or partners' capital reported in Value Line (Std. 

Ed.) for each of the five years ended 2007, or projected for 2011-2013. Value Line 

betas were used as a measure of systematic risk. The standard error of the regression 

was used as a measure of each firm's unsystematic or specific risk. The standard error 

of the regression reflects the extent to which events specific to a company's operations 

will affect its stock price and, therefore, is a measure of diversifiable, unsystematic, 

company-speci fic risk. In essence, companies which have similar betas and standard 

errors of the regressions. have similar investment risk, i.e.. the sum of systematic 

(market) risk as reflected by beta and unsystematic (business and financial) risk as 

reflected by the standard error of the regression, respectively. Those statistics are 

derived from regression analyses using market prices which, under the EMH reflect all 

relevant rish. The application of these criteria results in proxy groups of non-price 

regulatedfirms similar in risk to the average company in each proxy group. 
I 

Using a Value Line, Inc. proprietary database dated June 16, 2008, the proxy 
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group of two hundred twenty-two non-price regulated companies were chosen based 

upon ranges of unadjusted beta and standard error of the regression. The ranges were 

based upon the average standard deviations of the unadjusted beta and the average 

standard error of the regression for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water 

companies. 

The six AUS Utility Reports water companies have an average unadjusted beta 

of 0.91 whose standard deviation is 0.1219 as of June 16,2008, as shown on page 24, 

Exhibit (PMA-28)-. The average standard error of the regression is 3.2465 as also 

shown on page 24, with a standard deviation of 0,1426 as derived in Note 5, page 30. 

Ranges of unadjusted betas from 0.54 to 1.28 and of standard errors of the regression 

from 2.8187 to 3.6743 were used to select the proxy group of two hundred twenty-two 

domestic non-utility companies comparable to the profile of the proxy group of six 

AUS Utility Reports water companies as can be gleaned from pages 22 through 24 and 

explained in Note 1 on page 30 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-. These ranges are based upon 

the proxy group’s average unadjusted beta of 0.91 and average standard error of the 

regression of 3.2465 plus or minus three standard deviations of beta (0.1219 x 3 = 

0.3657) and standard error of the regressions (0.1426 x 3 = 0.4278). The use of three 

standard deviations assures capturing 99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas 

and standard errors, assuring comparability. 

Likewise, using the same Value Line, Inc. proprietary database dated June 16, 

2008, the proxy group of forty-nine non-price regulated companies were chosen based 

upon ranges of unadjusted beta and standard error of the regression. The ranges were 

based upon the average standard deviations of the unadjusted beta and the average 

I 
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standard error of the regression for the FL PSC Natural Gas Index. 

The LDCs in the Natural Gas Index have an average unadjusted beta of 0.78 

whose standard deviation is 0.0731 as of June 16,2008, as shown on page 29 of Exhibit 

(PMA-28)-. The average standard error of the regression is 1.9461 as also shown on 

page 29 with a standard deviation of 0.0855 as derived in Note 10, page 30. Ranges of 

unadjusted betas from 0.56 to 1.00 and of standard errors of the regression from 1.6896 

to 2.2026 were used to select the proxy group of forty-nine domestic non-utility 

companies comparable to the profile of the FL PSC Natural Gas Index as can be 

gleaned fiom page 29 and explained in Note 9 on page 30. These ranges are based 

upon the proxy group's average unadjusted beta of 0.78 and average standard error of 

the regression of 1.9461 plus or minus three standard deviations of beta (0.073 1 x 3 = 

0.2565) and standard error of the regressions (0.0855 x 3 = 0.2565). The use of three 

standard deviations assures capturing 99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas 

and standard erron, assuring comparability. 

I believe that this methodology for selecting non-price regulated firms of 

similar total risk (i.e., non-diversifiable systematic and diversifiable non-systematic 

risk) is meaningful and effectively responds to the criticisms normally associated with 

the selection of fums presumed to be comparable in total risk. This is because the 

selection of non-price regulated companies comparable in total risk is based upon 

regression analyses of market prices which reflect investors' assessment of all risks, 

diversifiable and non-diversifiable. Thus, the empirical selection process results in 

companies comparable in both systematic and unsystematic risks, i.e., total risk. 
I 

Once proxy groups of non-price regulated companies are selected, it is then 
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necessary to derive retums on book common equity, net worth or partners’ capital for 

the companies in the groups. I have measured these retums using the rate of return on 

net worth, common equity or partners’ capital reported by Value Line (Standard 

Edition). It is reasonable to measure these returns over both the most recent historical 

five-year period as well as those projected over the ensuing five-year period. 

What is your conclusion of CEM cost rate? 

My conclusion of CEM cost rate based upon the average of the median of 4 of the 

five-year median historical and projected returns on book common equity, net worth or 

partners’ capital is 13.77% for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water 

companies as shown on page 24 of Exhibit (PMA-28)-. For reasons discussed 

previously relative to my reliance upon forecasted EPS growth rates in my DCF for the 

FL PSC Natural Gas Index, in my CEM analysis for the Index, I rely only upon the 

projected ROES. Based upon the average of the median of & of the five-year median 

historical and projected results on book common equity, net worth or partners’ capital is 

16.00%. 

As with the DCF and CAPM results discussed previously, I have again relied 

upon median and for the same reasons, namely, the wide range of returns and the 

extreme volatility of the current capital markets. After I apply a test of significance 

(Student’s t-statistic) to determine whether any of the projected returns are significantly 

different from their respective means at the 95% confidence level, the projected means 

of several companies have been excluded. M e r  excluding these outliers, my 

conclusion of CEM cost rate is 13.56% for the six water companies and 15.75% for FL 

PSC Natural Gas Index. 

I 
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Utilities. Inc. 
Comparison of Adjusted Betas of the AUS Utility Reports Water, Gas Distribution, 

and Electric Comuanies from December 2000 thmuoh June 2008 
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Source of Information: 
Value Line Proprietary Data Base December 2000-December 2007 and 
June 2008 
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Comparison of Adjusted Betas of the AUS U t i l i  Reports Water, Gas Distribution. 
and Eledric ComDanies from December 2000 thmuqh June 2008 
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Standard & .Poor’s 
CORPORATE 

RATINGS CRITERIA 
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CORPORA" RATINGS CRRERlA 

Dear Rea&, 

This volume updates the 1994 edition of 
Corporate Pinance Criteria. There are several 
new chapters, covering our recently introduced 
L h k  Loa0 Ratings, criteria b r  "uokhhg" junior 
obligations, and the role of cydicdity in lat;nps 
Naturally, the ratio medians have been brought 
up to date- 

Standard & Poor's criteria pnblications rewesent 
ow endeavor to convey the thougbt pmcesses and 
methodologies employed in determining Standard 
&Poor's ratings. Tbcy describe both 
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the 
analysis. We believe that OUI rating product has 
the most value if wm appreciate all that has 
gone into producing the Ietm symbols- 

Bear in mind, though, that a rating is, in the end, 
an opinion. The rating eqwieuce is as much an 
art as it is a science. 

Smndmd&Wt sa 
I-- 

- 
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U.S. Utilities Ratings Analysis Now 
Portrayed In The S&P Corporate 
Ratings Matrix 
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U.S. Utilities Ratings Analysis Now Portrayed In 
The S&P Corporate Ratings Matrix 
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Utilities. Inc. 
Corred Derivation of the Cost Rate of Common Equity Applicable to 
a 46.37% Common Equity Ratio and the Correction of OPC Wbless 

Rothschild’s Example of the Amlication of the Levemae Formula to a Water U t i l i  

After inwma 
Tax Weighted 

Type of Capital Ratios Cost Rate Cost Rate 

Debt 
Common Equity 
Overall Cost of Capital 

Debt 
Common Equity 
Overall Cost of Capital 

Debt 
Common Equity 
Overall Cost of CapiCll 

Debt 
Common Equity 
Overall Cost of Capital 

50.88% 6.08% 3.09% 
49.12% 9.40% 4.62% 

100.00% 7.71% 

53.63% 6.08% 3.26% 
46.37% 9.60% 4.45% 

100.00% 7.71 % 
r 

53.63% 7.36% 3.95% 
46.37% 9.60% 4.45% 

100.00% 8.40% 

35.00% 7.36% 2.58% 
65.00% 8.96% 5.82% 

100.00% 8.40% 



mes. In& 
l r d i i  Cwnman Eauilv Cos1 Rate Thmurh Use  ofthe 

Condusbn 
Flwida PSC Nalwal Gas Index 

-G& h DPS and EPS 

1 - 2 9 - 4 

Average 
Dividend 
Yk!d (1) 

4.87 % 
5.05 
1.46 
4.29 
5.58 
3.53 
4.05 
3.19 
3.37 
3 

3.98 % 

4.17 % 

s_ 

- 

oividend 
G" 

C" 
0 

0.10 % 
0.08 
0.06 
0.ffi 
0.07 
0.10 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 

0.07 
0.08 % 

0.09 % 

- 
- 

Adjusted 
l"d 

MldQ 

4.97 % 
5.13 
1.52 
4.35 
565 
3.63 
4.14 
3.28 
3.46 

4.52 

4.25 % 
E=__ 

Gr" 
Rate (4) 

4.17 
3.31 
850 
3.00 
2.34 
5.73 
4.54 
5.84 
5.08 

3.13 

x 

4E4 % 

435 x 
- - 

5 - 6 

Q u W  
Indicated DCF 
C m n  Commw, 

Eqllitvw EquRyCost 
Rate (5) RBle (6) 

9.14 % 9.26 % 
8.44 8.60 

10.02 10.14 
7.35 7.42 
7.89 8.27 
9.35 9.50 
8.67 8.70 
9.12 0.05 
8.53 8.56 

7.65 6.32 

8.63 % 8.58 % - - 8.60 X 3% 

8.63 5: 8.56 % 

8.60 x 8.65 % 

_=_ 
Average 

Median - 
Noks: 

(1) Based upon the Indlcatedd~e1~lforMarch2008hnh~1t l  MOB %ndavJ and 
W s  st& Gulde amf the arerage Mardr market pdma fmm "eM 1. Page 3 of 
the FL PSC SIafPs Maya. 2008 memo lothe ORCe ofcnmhurlon clerk. 

(2) Thls refleds a gmwfhrals mmpmenlequaltoo~lfthegmwfh rate (h mluM 5 on 
page2ofthisExhi~xCdunn 1 toreRecttheperiDdicpaymentofdMends(Gwdon 
Model) as opposed to the c" h. for AGL Re"K. lnc, 4.87% x ( 
lRx4.17X ) = 0.10% 

(3) CokmnI+Cohmn2. 
(4) Fmmpsge2ofWsl3Wblt 
(5) co*mn3+ccilnml4. 
(6) Caladsted mbg a qmrterly m i o n  of the DCF. Ihe average M a d  2008 markel p-, 

and the M i d  March 2008 DPS 
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FIGURE 4-5 
RISK PREMIUMS VS BOND RATlNGis I ELECTRICUTILITIES 
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utnities inc. 
Derivation of investment Risk Adjustment Based upon 

lbbotson Assodates' Size Premia for the Dedle Portfolios of the NYSE 

Fmm page 3 ofthis Exhibit 

tine No. 1 Column 3 - Line No. 4 Column 3. For example, the 2.66% in Column 4, tine No. 1 is 
derived as follows 2.65% = 4.19% - 1.54%. 

WIth an estimated M e t  capitalization of $356.392 million based upon the Florida PSC Natural 
Gas Index, Utilities inc. falls in between the em and IO"  deciies ofthe NYSUAMWNASDAQ 
which has an average market capitalhation of $278.767 8s shown in the table on the bottom half 
of page 1 of this Exhibit 

Average size premium applicable to midpornt of the 9" find IOm dedles of the 
NYSEIAMUVNASDAQ as shown in the table on the bottom half of page 1 of this Exhibit 

With an estimated market capitaliiati~l of $5.662 million based uponthe Florida PSC "I Gas 
Index, the average Florida operating subidiary of Utilities. Inc. falls in the IO" dedle of the 
NYSUAMUVNASDAQ which has an average capitalizanon oft1 13.637 as shown in the table on 
the bottwn half of page 1 ofthis Exhibit 

Szepremiumapplicabletothe 10hdedleoftheNYSUAMUONASDAQasshownlnthetableon 
the bottom half of page 1 of this Exhibit 

With an estimated market capitaliltion of $8.51 6 million based upon tha Florida PSC Natural Gas 
Index, the average Florida water and waste water Uullty fans in the IO"  dedle of the 
NYSUAMUVNASDAQwhich hasacapitaiizationof$113.637asshDwnlnthetaMeonthe~ 
half of page I ofthis Exhibit 

Siiepremiumappiicabletothe lOmdedleoftheNYSE/AMEXNASDAQasshowninthetableon 
the bottom half of page 1 of Ws Exhibk 

With an estimated market capitalization ofE2.119.571 million. the Florida PSC Nahrral Gas Index, 
fails between the 5" and 6" declies of the NYSUAMWNASDAQ which has an average 
capitalion of $2.1 52.256 mlllion as can be gleaned f" the information shown in the table on 
the bottom half of page 1 ofthis Exhibit 

Average size premium applicable to the midpoint of the 5" and 6m dedles of the 
NYSElAMUVNASDAQ as can be gleaned from the infomation shown in the table on the bottom 
half of page 1 of this ExhibK 

Source of infomation: 2008 lbbotson Risk Premia Over Time Remt - Estimates for 19282G07. Morningstar, 
Inc.. Chicago, 11.2008 
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M " m  stock Shores 
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(mllbna) 
31.2007 
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122155 
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42808 
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BmkValw pw 
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s 158.372 (4) ti4 

225.0 %(5) $ 358.382 (6) 

a 1,681.000 s 33.oBo 152.1 I 2.525.784 
2.032.493 n.uo 121 8 2ATROU) 
1.087.472 49.910 556.5 8.098.758 

428.325 44.9m 227.1 9 n . m  
945.200 46.130 220.3 2,081.847 
594.751 48.730 218.4 1.288.813 
870.374 7.8.8M 243.7 2.140.~1 
481.W 35.0 219.5 1.058.082 
983.873 30.350 132.1 1.298.162 
980.767 32.200 181.9 1,587.975 

$ 1,008.313 $ 37.737 225.0 % S 2.152391 

No& (1) Column3lColumnl. 
(2) Column 4 I Cdumn 2. 
(3) Column 5 *Column 3. 
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Ibbotson' SBBI. 
2008 Valuation Yearbook 

Market Results for 
Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation 
1926-2007. 
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Chapter 7 
Firm Size and Rehlm 

Consbuetioa al the Deeile PortFDlios 

The podolios d m rhischapter are those prated brthe Onar for Research in Security Priua (Qlsp) 

at the Uoivusi* of chieago’s Graduate School of Budnca CR!jP has &d the wthodology of ere- 
sting sk-based portfolios and has applied this methodology to & entire universe of 
N”AMEX/NASDAC&Iisted gcudtier going back to 1~26. 

The New York Stock Eahange univuae exdudes dDDedcnd mutual fonds, p&ed aocks, red 
estate iOresuneut t”, foreign aakq A” Depmimv W p m ,  d t  investment truss, and 
AmuimTmts.AUcom@cs 0 n t h e N Y S E a t e m n k d ~ t h e c o ~ i n ~ ~ k e t ~ p ~ ~ o f ~  
eligible quity securities. Th mmpania am then split inm IO equally populated goup, or dcdcs. 
Eligible cmnpankr traded on the American Smdr Exchange (AMEX) and the Nasdaq N a t i d  &ket 
(NASDAQ) are thcn assigned to the appropriate dccilcs a a d h g  to their capitalization in dation m 
the NYSE breakpoints. The portfolioe am rebalancd, d u g  dosing p b  for the k t  d i g  dar of 
March, JMC September, and Dccemk Smuiriu added duriag the quarut ate puigned IO the 
appropriate portfolio whm two consm~tivc mouthcud p b  M available If the fhral NYSE prkc of 
a that buvmes d e l i i  k a month-md price, thm that month’s rr” is indnded in the 
quartall return of the security% podolio. When a m o n k d  NYSE price is mising, the monthind 
value oftbe security is duiml  from merger “s, quomwms on regional mhanga, and 0th s-. 
If a monthiud value still M not determined, the lasr available daily price is d. 

Basesenuiymunrsucmon~yholdingperiodutnmrUldLrributionsdrrnddedmthemomb- 
end prices, and appropriate price adjustment. are made m aanmt for stock splits and 
dividends. The return on a portfolio for OM month is Ealculsted as the weighted a m p  of the 
returns for its individual nodrs. A n o d  porifolio remtu8 u e  cnktllated mmpounding the m o d y  
portfolio rehum. 
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-7 

mar& vaalnr The data in the second column of Table 7-1 are average8 a a m  dl 81 ycars. Of couze, 
the proportion of market d u e  reprmented by the varwvr deciles varies h m  

c~lurrms three and four give recult bgures on the number of companies and their rmrker 
capitalization, pNenting a snaphot of thc s ” u  of the &Is near the end of a q .  

Table 7-1’ 
SizeDecile PonfaIios dihe MYSE/AMEX!WASDAQSbs a d  Camposition 
1926 Uuc& S q t d x r  Bm 

to p u  
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T&s 74' 
She-D&lS Portfolios ofths NVS~rrmoylunSDAO, S m a v  Statistics of Annual Rot" 
1SiEZlW 

6 e " M l k - l k  smniard M I  
hdb m... *u O l l a i "  Md.. 

2 103 13 2 21 62 nol 
3 113 13 7 7331 -on3 
4 11 1 14 1 25s -001 
5 11.7 140 a849 -002 
6 11.7 15 I 27 10 Om 
7 11 8 15.5 a m  001 

1- 9 1  113 11191 nm 

8 
9 

11.8 lps 31.18 ODI 
11.9 173 s 4 5  091 

lBsnS(lWl 138 21.0 4459 0.16 

113 14.0 2411 -am 
11.7 15.6 Eua 0.m 
126 185 B M  am 
10.1 12 0 19 9) am 

Aspects of tho Fhn Si Effect 

Tbc fh SLe pbcnonwm is rana&ble in several ways. F% the gram risk of mall stocks das not, 
in the collfm of the capid aslsef PriEing model (WM), f d y  ~cmynf lor their higher ova the 
long cum. In the W M  only s y s t d ~  or beta risk, is rewarded; d l  c o m p y  stocks have had 
m in uou6 of those implied by their betas. 

h d ,  the calendar annual re" di&rmccs between smaIl and l a w  mmpanicr M serially 
c o m l a t d  This mggcm thnt past annual m may be of some value in predicting hmuc annual 
mums. Such sedal mmlation, or ~ntmomktion, i pmctidy nuknown in the market for lnrgc stocks 
and m moor otbu equity markets bur is evident in the size premia. 

Tbii, thehr ize  effca is d. For cxample,dmmpystocks outpaformcd Large coni- 
p q  & in the "h ofJannary in a liuge majority of &e y". Such prediuabiit). is +g and 
...p;Ciour in light of modcrn capid madrrr thmry. These thmc as- of the firm sizt effect- 
long-cum refvmr in of qsmnstic risk, ruid cordation, and sea.wdity-wilI be andyzcd 
thomugldy in dK FOuoUowinp a c a i w .  
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Long-Term Retlns In Emea of 
Thc capital a ~ c f  pri- mod.4 ( W M )  d m  not fully mount for the bigher remtns of andl mmpany 
smdrr.Tahle 7-5 shows the re" in - of aJsamariCrisk ON the past 8z yeam foreach daik of 
the NKSI?JAhtEx"AQ. R e d  that the W M  is q d  es foUows 

Risk 

k.= r,+ (p,XEAP) 

Table 7-5 westhe W M m  &tc thcrcturn incx- of the daldesr r a t e d  Wmp- rhir endmna 
LO hismdcpl p c d o r " . h r d i n g  to thc CAPM, the a r p d  mum ona SenUitJshodd consist of 
the riddm rate plus M additional rc" to compcucate €01 the sgspmatic risk of the d g  Thc 
re" in excess of thc risLlcsr rate is cstimatcd in the Context of the CAPM by multiplying the qliq 
risk pMlilun by p (ata). Thc equity rirk prrmium is rbc IC" that compensates invume for d i n g  
on risk equal m the risk of the m k c t  aa a whole (systematic tisk).' Bcta nmsnrcs the extent m which 
P security or ponfolio is -sed LO a)."atit &'The bcta of d d d c  iodicws the degct to 
which the dcdc's ranmmoveswith that of & overall mvlrn 

A bcta p u r  timu one indicotcr that the d t y  or podolio has greater qstcmatic risk than the 
mark% aaordihg m the CAPM equation, invumrs M mmpnsaocd for taking on this additional risk. 
Yet, Table 7-5 illumnta that the smaller d d e s  have had rctllrns that me not hlb explained by mCir 
hi& berps.This rplllll in excess of that predicpd by CAPM ma-eara as one m w u  from the largest 
companiain dccilc I m the srmhtin dede  ro.Thc mxssrc"is  upeddy p r o n o d  for micro- 
cap rmdto ( d d u   IO). Thir siu-rdatcd phorommon has prompted a misii m the WM, which 
indodm P size premium. Chapex 4 prescne thia modified CAPM theory and ita applicpton in mom 
detail. 

This phmommon can also be viewed graphically, as d c p i d  in thc Graph 7 - ~  n e  d t y  
market Liac is based on thc pvrc W M  withoot adjustment for the rLe premium. Bagd on the risk 
(or beta) of a d r y ,  the orpeacd raom liu on the sccwiq markctlinr Howmq thc aawl historic 
retntns for the d a  dedlw of the WAMJXNASDAQ lie a h  thc linc, indicating rbat these 
d d a  have had in excess of that which is eppmpdate for their -c dslr. 
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T~bl~7-5'  
LaogTenn Rsturns in Ex- of W M  Esanation for Dacno P d o l i o s  of tho N Y S Y A M W D A Q  
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hutber AWWio ofthe 1% Decile 

The size pmniapresu~tcd thus far do a great d d  m cxplsin the reman due sokly to *IC in pnblicly 
a d d  companies. H m q  by rpIitting the 10th dedle inm cwo s k  pmupinp wc  en gu a d- Iwk 
at the d e s t  amp&. Tbis mapikation of the amallear companies will dpnw~ean wh&u the 
company size m & premia relationship rmuinlla m hold e. 

As previously dixunscd, the method for dctumbing the size groupings for s b  p d  d p ' s  
was m d e  the stDdrp rrpded on thc NYSE and brralr them up into io dedL., eIpr which modrr 
traded on the Ah4EX and W D A Q  were dlmtcd into the same & -pi- TI& "e h o d -  
o l w  wan used to zppllt the 10th de& intotwopnm: iua and xoh,with rob beins rhe &of the 
two. This is equivalent m bres!&g the stocks doan into 20 s k  groupings, witb poafolios 19 and zn 
qresmting I= and rob. 

Table 7 7  shows thnt the pemm mnrinues; ar companies get wallcr thcir *IC p r r "  hcmxs. 
Thoc is a noticeable hcrcasc in *IC p r r "  from rua m rob, which can dm bc dr"i 
.isu+ in Graph 7-3. This can be usdvl in doing companies that M emcmdy mPU. Tnhlc 7-6 
presents the s k  composition, and breakpoints of dccilu rm and rob. Fir% the reccpt numbcr of corn- 
panics and mtal M e  marlrer capitalization UT prmtcd. Then the largtst company and i s  m a r k  
capitdiminn M presalted. 

B r d u g t h e  amnllaf a c  down lowers the significance of the Raulrscomparrd m results forrhe 
10th d d e  takm as a whole, h m a  The same holds m e  for comparing the 10th d d e  with the 
Micro-Cap aggregarion of the & and 10th dedes. The more smclo included in a amp10 the more 
signisamc can bc placed on the rcaultr.While this is not 85 much of a facmr witb the reomf pxs  of 
data, size premia UT conrtruced with data back to 19a6. By b " g  the rotb M e  down inm 
smaller compomnts we hnvc cut the number of st& included in each grouping. ThC chvlge O-N time 
of che number of stocks indnded in the 10th d d c  for che N Y S E ' m A S D A Q  is p d  in Table 
7-8. With kwp st& included in the analysis early on, thm is a suong p u d d i t y  that jnat a few 
smcks can dominate the returns for those early yean. 

Whh thc number of mmp& inclndod in the 10th d d e  fM the early yeam of ow annlgds is 
low, it is not mo low m still draw menningful d r s  even a" bmkm down into mMiiisionr IOP and 
Iob.AUrhingsm~dcrrd,&prrmi.dcPelopdfordcdlarroaand xobaresigdhncsmdcanbeuscd 
in cost of =pita1 d y s i s .  T k m  s~ premia should greatly enhance the dordopmmt of cost of capital 
anal@ for very small cnmpaniar 

Table 74' 
S i e c i l a  Portfolios 1DP and 1W oftfia NYSYAMEWNASDAIl 
Lsrgasf Company a d  Ils Market CapitalizaGoo 
~ 3 o . m  
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Long before the development of modem theories linking risk and expected r e m ,  
smart f iuand  managers adjusted for risk in capital tmdgcting. They r e d i d  inm- 
itively that, ohex tbiugs being e&, risb rDjects are les desirnble tban safc on= 
Therefore financial rrmnager~ demanded a &gber rate of r e m  from risky projects, 
or they based their decisions on conservative estimates of the casb flows. 

Various ruler of thumb are often used m make thse risk adjustments. For nam- 
ple, many companies estimate tho rate of rem required by ~ ~ V C S ~ O K  in rheir securi- 
ties and we the mmpanymst ofcapital to dixxntnt the cash flows on sllnewproj- 
ects. Since investors reqnire a higber rate of return from a very risky w m m ,  mcb 
a firm will bave a bigher company mst of capital and will set a higber dismunt rate 
for its new invesunent opportunities. For example, in Table 8-1 we mimated mat in- 
vestors expeaed a rate of r e m  of .I63 or about 16.5 pement from Mkmsofr mm- 
mon stork Therefore, according to the company cost of capital de, Microsoft should 
bave been using a 16.5 percent &t rate m compute project net present values.' 

This is a srep in the rigbt d i d o n .  E m  though we cant measure risk or the 
crpgad rei" on risky securities with absolute precision, it is still msnnable m as- 
sert that Microsofi f a d  more risk than the average firm and, themfore, should have 
demanded a higher rate ofreturn from its capital inrrstmcnts. 

But the company cost of capital d e  can nlso get a firm into trouble if the new 
projects are more or less risky than its udsting bushes. Each project should be d- 
uated at its m opportunity cost of capital. This is a dear implication of the value- 
additivity principle introdnced in Cbapter 7. For a 6rm composed of assets A nnd B, 
the firm d u e  is 

Firm d u e  = W(AB) = W(A) + PV(B) = sum of separate asset val~es 
Here W(A) and W(B) are valued ju t  as if they ryere mini-firms in which stock- 
holders a d d  invest directly Invesmrs would value A by discoantin its brecPsred 
cash flows at a rate d e c d n g  the risk of A. T h e y m l d  value B by !- at a 
rate reflecting the risk of B. ?he two discount ram will, in general, be di&Rn~ 

. 

I 

' ~ k d i d o o r ~ * ~ r i l p l i 6 c m r ~ r a f ~ b t b t r u r m d n g ~ i t r m s r d ~ i i a l i . t h r R o c d r r -  
~m imams e x p x  m its c~rrrmm si&. The mmplirims d by ddx m W L ~ i n  dj, 
dlapm. 
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If the h considas invesdng in a third project C, it should also d o c  C as if C 
were I d-h T h a t  is, the h should dismunt the casb Bows ofC at the u- 
pected nn of return that invem~rs mold demand to maJu a separate im%"t in 
C. 7 b r  uue cwz ofmpitni depends a tbr u r  to wbicb tbr mpital up. 

sahs for the p~$tctb bna. In other words, Miamo R should accept ang pjen ci 
above the oparardslo ing line that l i d s  apectcd r e m  to risk in Figure 9-1. If the 
project b a ~  a high ri$ ~ i c r m o f r  ne& a higher prospective return h n  8 the pmj- 
cct has a low risk Noa m n m t  this with the company cost of apid role, which is 
m accept ang project ngardksr ofita r id  as loog as it offus a higher return than the 
"tyf cost of capital In t" of Figure 9-1. the rule tells Milicmroft m accept any 
project above the borizonnl mst-of-apital line, i.e., a q  project oRering P rem of 
more thsn 16.5 percent 

It is dearly silly to suggest that Microsoft should demand the same rate of re- 
turn f" a very safe project as from a very risky one. I fMiamoft  used the company 
cost of cspinl de, it mold reject many gwd low-risk projuts and accept many poor 
hi&-& projects. It is also siUy to suggest that just bemuse Duke Powcr has a low 
comppog cost of a id, it is jus6fied in accepting projects that M i c ~ ~ ~ o f t  would re- 
jecL you fo"J such a mle m its xerningly logical condusion, yon d d  think 
it pmdble m enlv invesmreot opp&ties by inresting a Lrge 

m a h  the common stock safe and create a low com- 
pany con of opital.' 

The notion that each company has some individual dismont nn or cost of cap 
ital is widespread, but far f" unisersnL Man firm requirc diBcrcnt r e m  hom 

lows: 

?his mmm that Microsoft should accept any roject that more than com 

sum in "my bi li7 That the-3F w 

di&rmt atepries ofiovrmnent  or UampL, disc-t m m  might b~ x t  as 61- 
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The capital w e t  pricing model i s  widely used by large corporations to estimate 
the &"ut nte. It stam 

Expcted project r e "  = Y = y+ (projezt bear- - y) 
To cplcokte tbis, you have m figare ont the project beta Before chiding about the 
betas of individual pro jeq  we will look at some roblems yon would ulcnmter in 
&g beta m eshaate a 
" r e  accurately for an in ndd firm. uch greater accuracy can be achieved by 
looking nt an "mge  of similar companies. But then we have m define simiLw. 
Among other things, we will fmd that a firm% borrowbg licy aRcbs its stockbeto 

The company mst of capital is the correct discount rate for projem that b e  
the same risk as the company's eristiog business but ~t for those projects that are 
safer or risltier than the mmp+ average. The problem is to jndge the relatire 
risks of the projecm d a b l e  M the firm. To h a n d l e  that problem, we will n d  m 
dig a Gtde deeper and look at w b t  featnres m& some invc~nents riskier &an 
otben. A f t e r y o u l o l o a p ~ ~ & ~ s t o c L h a s l e s s ~ t ~ t h p n , ~ , F F o r d M o t m ,  
you will be in a better position to jndge the relative risks of capital i~~v&ment 
opprnlnities. 

There is s t i l l  another complication: Project betas can shift over time. Some proj- 
ects ure sakr in yootb tban in old age; others are riskier. Io this ease, what do we 
mean by rbc project beta? Thm may be separ~te beta for each year of the rojst5 
lifi. TO put it &a way, mi we jump firom the capital m e r  pricing mod$ 
looh out one period inm the hhue, m'the diwunted-casb-Bow f o d a  that I*E de- 
veloped in chapters 2 and 6 for valuing long-Iived assets? Most of the dme it is safe 
m do so, but you sbonld be &le m recognize and deal with the exceptions. 

W e  will use the capinl m e t  pricing model, or W M ,  thmughont this chapter. 
But don't infer that the W M  is the last word on risk and renun. The ha Ies 
and procedures covered m this chapter work just as weU with other mod& sd as 
arbiuage pricing theory (APT). For emmple, we muld have started with an es- 
timate ofthe expeaed np of r e "  on Mimsoftstodr; the discussion ofmmpany 
and projec~ NKCI of capital would have followed d. 

M9t ofca 'd et bxns out that beta is difficdt to 

l t d d  bemisleading, rg., m average the betas O f c b r j g  w b i & h  been .hewg 

9 .hF 

b o m ,  and General Moms, which has pera l ly  borrowed le5. 

.l MEASURING BETAS 

Suppose that you were musidering an a-the-bard lnsiou by p n r  finn Such 
an invesment wonld have abont the same degree of 3 as the e " ~  b e e s .  
T h d n  you should dismont the projected Bows at the mmpaq cost ca d TO 
&mate that, yon muld begin by estimating the bets of the company% & 

An obvious way m measure the beta ofthe stock ism lookat baa its @ce bas 
responded in the le, in Fwe 9-28 and b we 
ba~e $6 mongtmes of ntmn h m  p i r s ~ T  Z h - t t - p a -  against mar- 

fa mark "t. For 
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$225,500: 

~ s's - -125 + = 225.5, or S22S5OO 

SUMMARY 
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9.6 Growth Estimates: Sustainable Growth 
Method 

’Ihe third mew of estimsting the growth component in the DCP model, 
altanately referred to as the “sustainable growth” or “retention d o ”  
methad, canbe Useabyinvamnt lmalysts topredidfutLm p w t h i n  eamings 
anddividends.Iothismethod,tbefractimdeamingsexpectedtoberetained 
by the company, b, is mulripliedby the expectedretom onbookeqnity, r, to 
produce the pwthfoncast  That is. 

g = b x r  

The mnceplnal premise of the method, enunciated in Chapter 8, Section 8.4, 
is tbat fohne pw!h in dividends for existing equity can only mcur if a 
portion ofthe werall lehlm to investolK is reinvestedmto the firm instead 
ofbeingdishibntedasdivi~. 

For exam$e,ifa company earns 12% on equity, and pays aU theeamings 
out in Wends, the retention factor, b, is zero and earnings per share win 
not g o w  for the simple reason tbat t@e are no iwements to the asset base 
(rate base). Conversely, if the cor@uy a I l  ita em@@ and pays w 
dividencls,itwonldgmwatanannualrateof 12aO.Oragain.ifthecompany 
eams 12% onequity and pays out 60% ofthkeamiogs individeuds, the 

3x4 





- 
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It should be pointed out that publishes f o "  of the wpeded rebun on 
equity by analysts so& as Value Line are sometimes based on end-of-paiod 
book equity r a k  than on average book equity. Thc following formulaLI 
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adjusts QE reposed end-af-year values 80 that they are based on average 
cormnon equity, which is me U"0n r e ~ t y p a d i c e :  

(9-10) 

lResu&aiMblegrowthmethodcan also be extended to inclndecxtanal 
fmancing. Romctlapter 8, the. expded growth estimatels gimby: 

g - b r + s v  

whexe b and r are defined as prsvioudy, s is fbc expectdpcrcentgrowth in 
nomberofsbares to finance invesimea~t, and vis the@tat&ty of the esoity 
inve8ttnent The variable s "IX the long-mn expected stock financing 
that the utility win ondertalre. Xf the utility's invesheuts are growing at a 

atastablerate.Th:vadablescanbeestimatedbytakingaweigbtedaverage 
ofpast pm~mge mcreases in the number &shares. This " e n t  is 
~ h ~ ~ ~ , 0 7 v i n p t o ~ e ~ c a n d e p i s a d i c n a t m e O f ~ k ~ ,  
andsmoothingtecbniqnesmnstbeemployedihevariablevisme~~~ty 
o f t h e e q n i t y i t "  a n d c r m b e " d a s t h e c l i f k "  OfmaKkEt 

price and book value per share divided by the latter, as discnssed in 
w 8. 

Stable rate and if the eamings retenfim ratels also stable, then s WiIl grow 

Therearethreeproblemsinthepracticala~~~onofthesostainablcgmwth 
'Ihc first is that it may be even more dif6cnlc to estimaa what b, r, 

6, and v mvestw have inmind than it is to stbate whtgthey envisage. 
It wonld -far more meal and nrpeditioos to nse available grow& 
forecats and obtain g directlg instead dlelying on lbur individual forecashl 
ofthede&"& . o f s u c h ~ I t s e c m s ~ l 0 g i c a l t h a t t b e ~  
and forecasfing gIoI8 inherent in using farr ditferent variables to predict 
growth far exceed the forecasting error inherent in a direct forecast of 
growth w. 

semnd, thexe is a potential element of cirmlarity in d m t i n g  gby aforecast 
of b and ROE for tbe utility being since ROEis detemwd . i n  
large pmt by regulation To esfimate what ROB lesideg in QE minds of 
investors is equivahtto estimating the market's agsessrmntoftheoutmme 
ofregd~heai~gs.BxpeCtedROEisemcily w h a t r e g d a t q ~ o m  

an allowed rate 0fI.e". In other Wmds, themmod s e t i n d e t e " k  
q n i m  an estimate 0fpu1-11 on equity before it can even beimplkm+ed. 
Co"on ww. would dictate the inconsisancy of a retom on eqnity "I- 

. .  
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Chapter 8: Discounted Cash Flow Appliion 

mwdatiou that is difkamfthan the expected ROE that&mefbd 
the utility will e a m f m .  For example, using an expectedre" onequit/ 
ofll%todetcmnne ' hgr0wmmteaudusingthegrowthrateto"mend 
a relmllon eqoity of9% ia inconasten . tkisnotreawnabletoassumcthat 
t h i s ~ u ~ ~ r i n y i s ~ t o e a m 1 1 % f o r e v u , b u t ~ d  
89% rehrm w equity. 'Ibe only way this utilitycaneam 11% is mat rates 
besetbythengulaborsothatthentilitywininfeamll%.Oneis~, 
inef fect , thatme~ywiueamaretrrmlakex~gtheleagnnended 
cost of equity h v a ,  bntthen one is " m u d i n g  that a different rate be 
grauMby the regulator. In essence, using an ROEm the sustainable gmwth 
foimula that Wen fmn the fmal estimated cost of equity is asking the 

. 

reegulatortoadopttw0different~ 

The circolaritypmblem is somewhat dampened by the selfamectlng .nabne 
of the DCP model. If a high equity mum is granted, the smdr price will 
haease m respoase to the onanticipated favorable return allowance, lowering 
the divided yield canponent ofmadK&return in compensah 'on for the high 
g induced by the high &wed retllm. Aithenextregdatoty hearin& mm 
d v e  forecasts ofr would prevail. The impad on the dual components 
of theDcPl i"4  yieldand growth, are atlea9tp&iauy offsetting. 

lllild, the empirical linance discussed e a r l i e r d e " n m t h a t  
the sostainable growth metbod of r' . ~.ggrowthiswtaasig&kantly 
conelated to measures of value, such &p stock price andprideamings ratios, 
a s 0 u l e r h i s t n i c a l g r o w t h ~ o r a n a t y s $ ' g r o w t h f ~ . ~ p r o x i c s  
for growth. such as Worical growth rates and analysts' growth faecasts, 
outpeaorm letention growth estimates . See for example T h e  and Bise 
man (1989). 

In m"y,therearettueeproxiies fortheexpectdgmwthcompouentof 
theD~Fdel:historicalgrowthrates,analy~'forecasts,andthesustainable 
gmwthmethoa Qiteria in choosing among the tlnw proxies should inclnde 
ease ofnse, ease of rmrt '' g, theoretical and mathematical "s, 
and empmcal validation. The latta two am crucial 'Ibe method should be 
logically valid and &tent, and should pcxlpess an aaepnate track mad 
in presiding and explaining secmity value. The retention growth mdhod is 
the weakestof the t h e  pmxiea on bo& compbml and empirid grounds. 
Themearch io this area bas shown that &first two growth proxies do a 
-job ofexpla;ning VariatiOnS in valuation (M/B and PIE d o s )  
and me more highly d a t e d  io "res of value than is tbe leteotion 
gmwth P x y .  
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0 1 1 
Yean 

?he most wmmon oofcome of $1.17 L givm 
pmtible onfmmer 88 foUoan derives thc geometric man: 

tbc p m u t i c  m n  of 8.r Frit. hponnding the 

[(I + 030) X( 1 -0  lo)]"l -om 
H0wev.q the apccted value is predicted by compourrding the arithmetic, not the geo- meam To 
illustrate this, we need to bok  at the pmbabiliw-lmighted a m g  of sll possible onwmes: 

IUS x t1.W - Rl.4225 
+ io.50 x $1.17) = lam 
+ (025 x to.8lj - tom5 

Totel tlZ1W 

'IheRforc, $121 is the pmbabiiw-wcjghnd expected value. The ISR that must be wmpounded m 
a c b i m  the armiaal d u e  of Sr.m afm I pats i IO percrot, thc nritbmetic -: 

$1 x(1+0.1o)'=$l21 
1 

The gmmetric mean, when compounded, mnlts m the d i m  of the diruibntim: 

$1 X(1 +O.MR)'-$l.17 

The srithmetic mean -nates the expmcd fume d u e  witb the plesmt mdnq it is fhacforr the 
.ppropriaoc dip" mte. 

M " . h c  i¶ 
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AstadniEal"tc of& tdo- of P mam suicris its setid d t i o t ~ s a i a l  wnelntion 
(01 aummmltiom) L dc6ocd as the d- m which the rrtllo, of a piw series t relapd from pctiod 
to period. A wid wmlntion rwr poritirc one indicates that r c " s  LR p&bk from ollc 
paid  m the next perid and BR positively That i~, thc reuuns of one pdoa M a g o d  
predioor of the tmuns in the om +cd. ~ v ~ ,  a redal w" n e p ~  ncgstive one indicpnr 
that the ~ r " 8  in one period M m v d y  &red m those of the om pcriOa. A wid "htim 
nepc m indicates rbat thc rrmmr LR random m unprrdicpblc from ollc priDd to tbc n c x ~  
Tabk 5-3 wntains the ridnl mnelation of the m.dret total rrtom8, the I& long-brrriron equity 
dsk p d n m ,  nnd inaatioa 
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(25 X 1-69) = 0.4225 
+ (50 x 117) LI 0.- 
+ (25 x 011) = w 
m u .  121kl 
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extremely large Rgure; of this hlgh MsiaMlKy, the pmja 
Is defined to be relatbdy risky. Simliariy, sales forecasts for different 
products of a single Rm, might exhibit dmering degrees of riskiness 
For example, the Union Cablde Company mlght tre q u b  sure that 
sales of Its Eveceady bHtterlea will range between 50 and Bo mUlion 
forthewmlng yesr. butbe hlghlyuncertalnabouthowmanyunbof 
a new laser measurhg device will be sold during the year. 
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TABLE 4A-1 
GEOMETRK: VS. m m c  R E “  

M A  SlOdCB 

1996 50.0% 11.61% 
1897 -B1.7% 11.61% 
1Bgs Bsb% 11.61% ‘ 

IS9fl 422% 11.61% 
2wo -928% 11.61% 
2w1 -39.2% 11.61% 
2002 1632% 11.81% 
ZMW -10.0% 11.61% 

2005 20.0% 11.61% ’ 

zIm4 888% 11.61% 

‘ S”DeviaR0n 64.9% 0.0% 
ntffhmetio Mean 26.7% 11.6% 
GeanetliCW€Yl 11.8% 11.6% 

Theory 
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New Regulatory Rnance 

FIGURE 4A-1 
MARKET RISK PREMIUM 192&2004 
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STOCK PRICES AFlER TWO PERIODS 
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108.8 - Nw= loo +-- -1.1 
1.1 

r,(1995)ar~(l99.5)+uamdrisLpnm" 
= .06 + .084 = .144, or 14.4% 
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Utilities, Inc. 
Total Returns on Large Company Stocks 

1926 to 2007 

2006 
2004 
1988 2003 1997 

1990 2005 1986 1999 1995 
1981 1994 1979 1998 1991 

Large Companv Stocks 1977 1993 1972 1996 1989 
- 1969 1992 19”l 1983 1985 

1962 1987 1968 1982 1980 
1953 1984 1965 1976 1575 

2001 1946 1978 1964 1967 1955 
2000 1940 1970 1959 1963 1950 
1973 1939 1960 1952 1961 1945 

2002 1966 1934 1956 1949 1951 1938 1958 
1974 1957 1932 1948 1944 1943 1936 1935 1954 

1931 1937 1930 1941 1929 1947 11916( 1942 1927 1928 1933 
50% -40% -30% -20% -10% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

n 
Arithmetic Mean I, = 2 I, / n 

1-1 

Source : Stocks, Bonds. B i b ,  and Inflation - Market bulk 
for 1926-2007 - 2008 Yearbook Valuation Editio& 
pp. 3031, Momhgstar, Inc., Chicago, IL 
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Utilities. Inc. 
Large Company Stock Returns 

From 1926 to 2007 

50.00 

40.00 

30.00 

- 20.00 

10.00 

0.00 

(1 0.00) 

(20.00) 

(30.00) 

Source of Information: 
Stocks Bonds Bills and lnflatlon - Market Results for 1926-2007 - 2008 Yearbook Valuation Editlon, 
Momingstar, Inc., 2008 Chicago, IL. 
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Utilities. Inc. 
Coefficients of Determlnation (R-Sauared) 

For the Proxy Group of Si AUS Utility'Com.paniei and the 
Florida PSC Natural Gas Index 

Comvany Adiusted Beta R-Factor R-Sauared 

Proxy Group of Sbc AUS Utilily Reports Water 
Companies 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Calimia Water Setvice Group 
SJW Corp. 
Southwest Water Company 
York Water Company 

Average 

AGL Resources, Inc. 
A t "  Energy Corporation 
Equltabfe Resoumas. Inc. 
Laclede Group, Inc. 
NICOR Inc. 
Northwest Natural Gas Company 
Piedmont Natural Gas Co.. Inc. 
South Jersey Industries, Inc. 
Southwest Gas Corporatlon 
WrjL Holdings, Inc. 

Average 

1.05 
0.95 
1.15 
1.15 
I .05 
0.50 
0.98 

0.85 
0.85 
0.95 
0.90 
0.95 
0.80 
0.85 
0.85 
0.90 
0.90 
0.88 
P 

Source of Information: 
Value Line Inc., Proprietary Data Base, June 16,2008 

I 

0.4906 
0.5348 
0.4988 
0.4497 
0.4066 
0.1167 
0.4162 

0.5822 
0.6304 
0.5283 
0.5425 
0.5857 
0.469 

0.5309 
0.5135 
0.5676 
0.6052 
0.5555 

0.2407 
0.2860 
0.2488 
0.2M2 
0.1653 
0.0136 
0.1928 

0.3390 
0.3974 
0.2791 
0.2943 
0.3430 
0.2200 
0.2819 
0.2637 
0.3222 
0.3663 
0.3107 - 
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Investments : 
Analysis and - 
Management 

Jack Clark Francis 
Bernard M. Baruch College 
Cify University of New York 

McGrawml, Inc 
New Pork St. Louis San Fmndsn, A u c W  Bogor6 
Carqcor Hamburg Ubon London Ma&d M B i m  
Milan Montreal New DeUd Paris Son Juan 
SGoPaulo Singapore Sydney Toho Tomnro 

1 
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Beta Measurements The beta coef5uent is an index of systematic risk. Beta 
coefllaeuts may be uscd for ranking the systematic risk of differcut assets. If 
thebetais larger than 1, b > 1.0, then theafset is more vdatilc than the market 
and is Caned an aggrmiveasset. If the beta is less than 1, b < 1.0, the asset 
is a Mendre ppsa; its price Ructnations are less volatile than the market's. 
F i i  1&1 inustrates the characteristie lincs for thrcs " e n t  assets that have 
low, medium, and bigh levels of beta (or lmdiversifiable risk). 

P i  1&2 shows that IBM is a stock with an average a " t  ofsyztcmatic 
risk. IBM's beta of 1.02 indicates that its return tends to increuse 2 percent 
more than the return on the market average when the market is riSbg. When 
the market falls. IBM's return tends to fall 2 pwcent more than the market's. 
The characteristic line for IBM bas an above average Eorrelatton co&icient of 
p = ~ 4 9 5 ,  indicating that the r e m s  on this d t y  follow its particular 
characteristic Line slightly more c l d y  than h e  of the average stock. 

, 

. 

F" EMI Tolat risk can be measured by the VU of re.twns, denoted Var(r). This 
measure of total risk ir ponitioned into ita xystematic and unsystematic com- 
ponents in Equation (IN).' 

VE&) = total risk Of itb W t  
= VNat + blrm, + el3 

= 0 + Vmr(b&,) + Va&J 
by substituting (a, + bIrmJ + elJ) for rlJ 

since VartaJ = 0 ( 1 W  

systematic + u n s y s t e d c  risk (I*) 

for IBM 

The unsystematic risk measure V&) is called in regreasion language the 

Var(r,) = 6t Vadr,,,) + Var(e) 

.01389 = .o0780 + .M)609 

since Vsr(blrd = 6t Vdr,,,) 

rexidual variance or, syoonymously, the rtan&rd error squared. 

Undivenifiabie Plopoffion 'Ilre percatage of total risk that is systematic can 
be measured by the eoe5icie.nt of determination p2 (that is, the characteristic 
he's squared correlation coe5icient). 
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274 

D w ~ b k  PropoMon Tbe percentage of unsystematic risk cqnals (1.0 - 
01. 

- .Oo6O9 = (1.0 - .5617) = .438 X 100 (1oml .01389 
= 43.8% unsystematic for IBM 

Studies of the characteristic lines of hundreds of stocks listed on the NYSB 
indicate that the average correlation coefficient is approximately p = .LS This 
means that about p* = 25 percent of the total variability of rem in most 
NYSB securities is explained by movements in the m k e t .  

NYSE 
a n r p g e m  

Unsystematic risk: (1.0 - p 3  - .75 __ .4383 
Systematic risk p’ .25 5617 

Total risk: lMwb 1.00 1.m 

As explained above, systematic changes are common to sll stocks and are 
therefore undiversi6able. 
A primary use of the characteristic line (or market model. or the ringlcindex 

model. as it is also called) is to assess the risk charaetens ’ tics of one asset.) 
The statistics in Table 10-2, for instance, indicate that IBM’s common stock 
is slightly more risky than the average common stock in terms of total risk and 

%e average p was found to be about 3, as reported m Marshall Blnmc, ”’On the . 
Asxssment of Risk.” Jonmal of Fmance, March 1971, p. 4. For similar cstimatw, see 
J. C. Francis. “Statistical Analysis of Risk Surrogates for NYSE Stocks.” Journal of 
FI”Cial and Qumilrrrfve Analysis, Dec. 1979. 
JProfessor Jeosco rdmulafed  tbe charactwistic lim in a risk-preminm fom. Sec 
M. C. Jewen. “The Pofonnance of Muhlal Funds in the Pmod 1W through 1964.” 
Journal of F i m e ,  May 1968, pp. 389-416. See also M. C. Juucn. ”Risk. the Ridng 
of C a p i i  Asseu, and the Evaluation of lovcstment Portfolics.” Joumd of Business. 
vol. XLII. 1969. Jenxn interprets the alpha intercept term of thc charadenstle . . Ime,as 
he formulates it. as an inventmcnt performance measure. It baa bceo soggesled that 
Jensen’s performance meamre is biased. See Keith V. Smith and Dcnais A. Tito, “Risk- 
Return Measons of Ex-Post Journal ~$FinanciaI Md @an- 
tilafive Analysis, Dcc. 1969, 
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systematic risk.lONew risk measurements must be made periodidy. however, 
be- the risk and return of an asset may change with the passage of time.” 

40-3 CAPITAL ASSET PRICING HoW.(CApM) 

An old axiom states “there i s  no such thing as a free lunch.” This means that 
you cannot expect to get something for nothi0g-a rule that certainly applies 
to investment returns. Investors who want to eam high average rales of retum 
must take high risks and endure the associated loss of sleep. the possiWty of 
ulcers, and the charm of bankruptcy. The question to which we now turn is: 
Should investors worry about total risk, undiversifiable risk. divers&ble tisk, 
or all tbree? 

In Chapter 1 it was suggested that investors should seek investmnts r h t  
have the maximum expected return in their k k  class. Their happimess from 
investing is presumed to be derived as indicated in the expected utility E(U) 
hmction below. 

The investment preferences ofwealth~king risk-averse investors represented 
by the function above cause them to maximize their expected utEQ (or, equiv- 
alently, happiness) by (1) maximizing their expected return in MY given risk 
class, aE((u)IaE(r) > 0, or, conversely, (2) minimizing their total risk at MY 
given rate of expected return, aE(v)/au c 0. However, in selectingindividual 
mets ,  investors will not be particularly concerned with the asset’s total risk 
u. Figure 9-1 showed that the unsystematic portion of total risk can be easily 
diversified by holdw a portfolio of different securities. But. systematic risk 
atfects all stocks in the market because it is undivcrai6ablc. Portfolio thww 
therefom suggests that only the undiversiliable (or systematic) risk is worth 

E(U) = f[E(r), VI 

’Watemeuls ahon1 the ralative de- of total tist are made in the context of a long- 
ma hnizon-lbat is, ova‘ a lean one complerc b w k z  qcfe.  Obviously, M occurate 
shori-nm forecast which says thal some particular company will go h ” p t  wxt 
quaaer makeJ it mora risky tban IBM, although IBM may have had more historical 
VariabJity of return. 
J%qir id  studiw dccumenting the mtertemporal instability of betas have been pub- 
lished. MmhanBlume. “BetasandTheirRegMJianTendeodes,”Joumal~~~e, 
Juoe 1975. pp. 785-795. See ako J. C. Francis, ”Statistical Analysis olRisk M c i c n t J  
for NYSE Sitgeks.” Jownd of Finoncid md QunnHIativc Annlyslr. Dec. 1979, vd. 
XW, w. 5. pp.  981-997. An appendix at the end of M s  chapler reviews some evidence 
about sbig betas, standard deviations, and cwr*ations. 
Woth the aysluoatic and unsystematic portroaS of total risk mnst be CWJidcnd by 
0pdirrrSifKd hreslom Bnbeprrwurs who have thir entire net worlh invested in ow 
bushes. for uample, can be bankrupted by a piem of bad luck that could be easily 
averaged away to zem in a divusified portfolio. Poorly d~ersbied mvestwa should not 
tnat divenbble risk lightly. Only well-divenificd investors can afford 10 bore div- 
arailiable risk. I 
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1930 1940 1950 19Bo 1910 1sEm 1990 m m  
SaMmmPeriodW~ 

Thuc pIe two nrgummis &this rationale. First, it could easily be wed that we have moved 
through P series of marker regime0 during the 8 a - ~  tistory of the equity risk premium dculation 
windm uscd in this bok. G i w  that markets and investor attimdcr have changed over time md the 
equity risk premium has remained rrlativdy wmant, dw is w mason to believe that a IIR market 
z e g k  d ham my or laser bpm than any nhcr time puiod. 

A lemnd nrgvwnt relam to the d-d for invatmena. If inventors BR more comfortnbl with 
dK market and with stock in- thq will probably place more money into the mlrlrn Tbi infiux 
oiTund.~ia-thcdemrndfoi.ralo,whichnill~rimnatyLureooqnotdsrrasgthealoiryriFk 
p&IlIn. 

S W M o a s l  
long-arm ex& equity can be f o r d  hy the UIC of supp!y ride m&. T h e  supply of 
modr market re" is generand hy the p m d h i t y  of the wrporationr in the ml ewnon~.  Invumrs 
should not opn a much higher or lowu rebun &n that p m d d  by the wmpa&6 m the r d  
cmnomy. Tboq mer the long run, equity mums should be close to the long-mn supply atlrute. 

Graph 1-12 slmwa the pmth of the stock mazket, GDP per capita, dividends, and earnings from 
the end of 1915 to tbe end of zsq. The graph ilhtratrs that earning and dividends hnc birmrically 
gman in tandem with the ovmU emnomy (GDP pu capita). Howcrrs although GDP per capita 
k e ~  pace with eammgs and d~dmds, the overall stock market price grow fssm than G D P  pr capita. 
Thh is primarily because the price-touminps ntio inacased 1.94 t ima during the eane period. 



"AiPImrimn 
6mph54Z 
Capital Wns, 6DP Per Caphe. Eanbgs, and D i i d n d s  
Yaarbd1825=Sl.W . 
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ThsWlyRiskRniun 

Graph 5-11 cnnparrn thc hirtorical equity risk premium, whth indudes the PE ratio, m &e 
supply side equity risk premium calculated &om 1916 m zoo7 MI a pa& bash Contrary m 
s d  rueor stndiu on quity risk premium that declare the foxward-lookbg equity risk premium m 
be dose m ecrq or nm negative, Ibbmn and Chest haw found the long-prm supply of equity rink 

The supply side equity risk premium calculated wrlier is a geomehic calculation. An arithmetic 
cslaktion, as "ionad enrlicr in thc chapter, is mwt nppmpdate d c n  discoonring h m  
cash flm. Por usc as the apemd eqnity risk premium in either the CAPM or the buildup appro&,, 
thc M b e t i c  caldation is thc A t  n u m k  l k c  M scvcral wapr m w m  &e p m &  
amage mm an arithmetic average One "I is m asstme the l i c ~ ~  am mdqm&"y 
l c g n o d y  dimiboted time, w k  thc yirhmt ic  and geomenic averages rongtdy follow the 

p d u m  to be only slightly lower tbnn rhe rtlaigat llistorical estiman. 

follGwing IeIationrhip: 

where: 
R. - rhearirbmaicaveragc; 
& - t h c g r o m c t r i c a ~  
u - rhe anndard deviation of equity "s. 

As rated in IRS Ruling sq-60. & h o d  raluation is B fomd-looking pmcca, it mort 
be basad on &CIS available as of the r e q d  date of apprnird Worn, I b h m  provides data a i b l  
to thc raluation p m ~ a  as far bad aa 19~6, sucb as &e hinorial equity risk +m and dze +um 
preolted in Appmdix A of this book. Similady, Table 5-6 p " 6  the supply side equity risk premiuq 
on m arithmetic bask, beginning m 1926 and ending i n d  ofthe h a l  
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utili- inc. 
pief Summarv of Common Esultv Cost Rate 

Proxy Group of Six AUS 
Utility Reports Water Florida PSC Natural Ggs 

No. Principal Methods h p a n i e s  Index 

1. Discounted Cash FlW Model (DCF) (1) H;47 % 9.82 % 

2. Risk Premium Model (RPM) (2) 12.16 (3) 11.72 (3) 

3. Capital Ass& Pricing Model (CAPM) (4) 1220 (5) 10.95 (5) 

4. . Cwnparable Earnings Model (GEM) (6) 13.56 15.75 

- 
Notes: (1) F m  page 2 of this Exhibii 

(2) Fmm page I 1  ofthis ExhRI. 
(3) Ms. Ahem dd not utilize the average of the historical and p m j d  market risk premia in 

calcuisting the R& Premium Derived Common Equity cart Rate. If she had utilized the 
metage ofthe historical and pmj& market risk premia, the mndushs of her Risk 
Premhresultswouldbe 13.679Land 12.95%fwthepmygmupofsixAUS Utility 
Reports water ccinpanies and the Florida PSC Natural Gas index mspedively. 

14) F m  oaae 19 of this Exhibit 

- 

i5i MS A& did not utilae the a m g e  ofthe histon4 and p m i d  market nsk premia in 
calculating the CAPMIECAPM Derived Common Equty Cost Rate It she had utilized 
the average of the hbtorical end pmieded market lisk premia the mncluslons of her 
CAPM results would be 15 02% and 13.54% for the pmxy gmup of six AUS Utilty 
Reports water mmpanies and the Florida PSC Natural Gas Index respecbvely 

(6) F m  pages 24 and 29 of UIB Exhibn 



UmabmdrrCmDelb 
" k a n ~ b w e r c a  zm % 0.07 % zn % 5.18 % 793 % 

-Wsmiwaap 3.15 0.08 323 4- 8.07 
w-.hc. 

2.41 0.12 2 M  10.63 13.09 
2.17 a08 ZZB 8.75 1i.m 

w c a p .  
y&-- * a n -  3.45 7 9 0 -  --c" 

3.m 0.13 3.14 as 11.71 

4.m % 
4.78 
l€a 
am 
3.18 
3.75 
2.85 
2,su 
425 

428 

_. 

0.12 % 
0.11 
0.11 

0.10 
000 

o m  

0.08 
0.01 

5.W % 10.07 % 
4.75 882 

1425 15.81 
450 m 
4 3  8.m 
665 8.67 
%€a n.78 
Res om 
6.15 n n  
A 7 6 2  



2.63 x 
295 
288 
234 
203 
3.40 

271 % 

274 x 
- 
_= 

5.011 % 
4.72 
1.76 
3.34 
4.03 
3.011 
3.80 
3.03 
287 

4.’11 
3.80 x 

3.47 X 

F_. - Medh 

7-88 % 
3.07 
3.32 
294 
232 
3.28 

288 K 

297 % 

- - 
4.81 K 
4.79 
1.40 
367 
4.53 
3.28 
3.80 
287 
3.01 
4.03 

3.64 x 

3.78 X 

- 
- 

270 x 
3.01 
3.15 
234 
217 
3.33 

278 % 

288  X 

- 
- 
- 

4.85 X 
4.76 
1.58 
3.60 
4.28 
3.18 
8.75 
295 
288 
4.25 

3.62 X 

3.83 5: 

- 
_a - 
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BR (1) 

3.30 X 
4.51 
1 .e5 
7.04 
3.14 
2.49 

3.69 X 

3.22 X 

- - - 

a - 3 

S V 
Fadw (2) Factor (3) 

2.63 % 49.92 % 
3.49 70.W 
6.50 54.05 
0.10 54.98 

12.14 51.68 
2 

4.71 5: ~ 57.93 % - 
3.46 X ___ 54.52 Y - 

Notes: (I) Fmm d u n n  6. page 6 of Ws Exhibit 
(2) From h n  12, page 7 o f w l  Exhibit 
(3) Fmm”n7. page 8 ofwS Exhbk 
(4) Cdum2*dumn3.  
(5) C d m  1 + ” n 4 .  

4 

sv (4) 

1.31 X 
2.44 
3.51 
0.05 
611 
229 

2.65 X 

2.37 % 

- 
_D - 

5 
BR + 
m (5) 

4.61 K 
6.95 
5.17 
7.09 
9.41 

8.34 k 

6.08 X 

- - 



1 

m 

7.89 x 
25.17 
zm 

l1Jg % 
4 7 0  
4 d l  

U l 2  % 
ps7 
W 

1127 % 
5280 
&88 

Ma x 
USB 

2i.m 

1217 x 
a16 

2586 

nw x 
P78 
lll6 1- 

11.a % 
5256 
514 7.04 

iim % 

24s 2 
21.04 

I 
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1 

180.32 H 
285.83 
109.83 
157.17 
200.18 
m . 9 0  

l M 3 3  X 
281.42 
21254 
178.24 
22248 
287.48 

P 

z c a  
M W  
to Book 
RaUa (1) 

191.62 w 
383.81 
231.58 
210.59 
lW.84 
311.01 

4 

20c4 
M 
to Bwk 
Ram 11) 

220.93 X 
370.47 
22s.oB 
2" 
21 h82 
3sg.98 

5 

233.23 x 
31927 
2f6.20 
278.31 .. . 
104.76 
287.08 

P 

190.07 X 
593.52 
217.04 
22217 
206.97 
m z a 7  

247.07 K 

219.91 K 

- - 

L 

49.82 x 
70.00 
M.06 
64.98 
61.88 
W.88 - 
57.93 K 

64.52 % 

- - 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

utilities Inc, 
Indicated C ” o n  Equity Cost Rate 

Thmugh Use ofa RlPk Premium lylodel 
U s h  an Adiusted Total Market Acsmach 

Prospediva yleld on Aaa Rated 
capo* Bonds (1) 

Adjusbnanl to ReRed Yield Spread 
Betwaen Aaa Rated corporete 
Bonds and A Rated Public 
IJmy Bonds 

public utnity Bonds 

Rating Difference of Pmxy Gmup 

Adjusted Pmspective Ymld on A Rated 

Adiusbnent to ReR& Bond 

Aqusted Prospective Bond Yield 

Equity Risk Premium (5) 

5.87 % 

0.71 (2) 

6.58 X 

0.w Q 
6.58 

5.58 

12.16 X 

f l d a  PSC 
Natural Gas 

In(ex 

5.87 K 

0.71 (2) 

6.58 X 

0.18 (4) 

6.76 

4.88 

11.72 X 

Notes: (1) Derived In Note (3) on page 16 ofthk Exhibit. 
(2) The average yield spread M A  rated puMtc utny bonds OYBT Aaa raled corporate 
(3) No adjustment nece~saty as the ayerap Moodfs bond ram of me pmxy group is 

A2 BS shown on page 2 of fib ExhbR 
(4) Adjustment lo reRed the A3 Moody‘s Bond Rating of the Florida PSC Natural Gas Index. The 18 

basis point adjusbm?nt is derived by W g  113 ofthe spread between Baa and A2 Publh Utiri 
Eonds(113*0.55% =0.18%) 

(5) Fmnl page 15 oflhls ExhlhK 
(6) Ms. Ahem dM not utike the ayerage of the historical and p w  market risk premia in 

calculaltn~ the Rkk Premium Derived C o m n  Equity coat Rate. lflrhe had utiltmd the average 
of the historical and pmjeded market rlsk premia, the mndusions of her Risk Premium resub 
would be 13.67% and IZ.OS% for the pmry group of sh AUS Utnity RepMs water companias and 
ths Florida PSC Natural Gas Index respe&Arely. 

I 



I I I 



~ ~ .. .. . . ... .. . . . . ........ .~ ..... . . ... 

Moody's 
Bond Ratinq 

Aaa 

h i  
Aa2 
Aa3 

A I  
A2 
A3 

Baal 
Baa2 
Baa3 

Bal 
Ba2 
Ba3 

Business 
Risk Profile 

Excellent 
Strong 
satisfactory 
Weak 
Vulnerable 
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Utilities Inc. 
Numerical Assignment for 

Moody's and Standard 8 Poor's Bond Ratings 
Standard 8 Poor's Business and Financial Risk Profiles 

Numerical 
Weiahtinq 

1 
2 
3 
4 
4 

Numetid 
Bond Weiahtinq 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

Standard 8 Poor's 

Standard & Poor's 
Bond Rating 

AAA 

AA+ 
AA 
AA- 

A+ 
A 
A- 

BBB+ 
BBB 
666- 

BB+ 
BB 
BEi- 

Financial Numerical 
Risk Profile Welahting 

Modest I 
Intermediate 2 
Aggressive 3 
Highly Leveraged 4 
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Una No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Utllwes inc. 
Judgment of Equity FUsk Premium for 

the Rw Gmup ofSi AUS UliIly Rem Wafer Cornpanla6 
.@E#B W a  PSC Nahual Gas Indez 

Calculated equity risk 
pre”baSSd0nthe 
total markel using 
the beta appmach (1) 

Mean equity rtsk pmlum 
baredonastudy 
us@ Um hddQ pwlDd 
retumsofPUblkuttlik 
withAratedbondr(2) 

Average equity rbk premlum (3) 

Pmxy Gmup of S h  AUS 
unnty Reports water Florida PSC 

Comanies Natural Gas Index 

6.51 5.27 

4.65 4.65 - 5.58 % 4.w % 

Notes: (1) Fmm page 16 ofthis Exhlbit. 
(2) Fmm page 17 ofthio ExhRR 
(3) lf the average of the hlsbrical and projecIad equity risk premiun were used in 

derMng the average equity risk premium the rssulls would be 7.09% and 8.18% Ru 
the pmxy gmq, of SIX AUS Ulany Reporb water companies and the F M e  PSC 
Natural Gas Index respa&ely. 



~ 

u. 
LLe 
1. 

2 

3. 

4. 

6. 

6. 

7. 

R 

0. 

.. . 



Line 
No. 

Exhibk (PM4-28)- 
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Utilities Inc. 
Debl ion of Mean Equity Risk Premium Based on a Study 

Usino Holdino Period Retums of Publii Utilities 

n m  period 
I. Arithmetic Mean Holding Period 

Rehms (2): 
Standard EL Poor's Public 

Wlity Index 

Over A Rated 
Public UtiMy Bonds 
AUS Consultants - 
Mi Services 

stuh, (1) 

19a-2007 

1124 % 

2. ~rithmetlc Mean yield on: 
Moody's A Rated Public Utiw Bonds (6.59) 

3. Equity Risk Premium 4.65 % 

Notes: (1) 

(2) 

S&P Public Utility Index and Moody's Public Utility Bond Average Annual Yields 
19282007. (AUS Consullank ~ U W i  Services. 2008). 
Holding period returns are calcuialed based upon i m  recehred (dhriderds 
and interest) plus the relalive chame in Wm d e l  value of a wCUIIY m r  a one. 
year holding p e d .  



1.05 
0.95 
1.15 
1.15 
1.05 
0.50 

0.98 

1.05 

0.85 
0.85 
0~95 .... 
0.85 
0.95 
0.80 
0.85 
0.85 
0.90 
0.90 

0.88 

0.85 

6” of Inf”&bn: w m r a s m  suyey March 14.2008 and Janusn 2 5.2006 
Standard E d h  Md Smal and M W A p  E&m 

. .  
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Ufilities Inc 
of the Ca~ital Asset Pridnn Model for 

the hoxy ~ m u p  of sb; AUS vsrity F&&+s Water companies 
and the Florida PSC Natural Gas lnder 

1. Tradfflond Capital Asset 
Pridng Model (1) 

Proxy Groq of SIX AUS 
uslii Reports water Flow PSC Natural 

Companies Gas Index 

1224 % 10.82 16 

2. Empirical Capital Asset 
Pricing Model (1) 1215 X 

3. Condwion (2) 12.20 % - 

11.m % 

10.95 x 

N* (1) Fmnpage20ofthisExhRil 
(2) Ms. Ahem dM not u t i l i  the average ofthe histoiical and pmjeded markst risk premia In 

calculating the CAPMEWPM DaIvd C o m  Equity Cost Rate. If she had utilized the 
average of the historical and pm+scW markst r$k p m l a  the mnduslons of her CAPM results 
would be 15.02% end 13.54% fortbe proxy gmup ofstx AUS utility Reparts water companies 
and the Florida PSC Natural Gas Index respedively. 



1.06 
0.85 
1.15 
1.15 
1.05 
050 
OB5 

1.05 

0.85 
0,ffi 
0.85 
0.85 
0.95 
0.80 
0.85 
0.85 
0.90 
0.90 

A 
0.85 

1.05 
0.95 
1.15 
1.15 
1.05 
0.611 
0.98 

1.05 

0.85 
0.85 
0.95 
0.85 
0.85 
0.80 
0.85 
0.85 ' 

0.90 
0.90 I 
0.88 

0.85 

- 

7.46 % 
8.75 
8.17 
8.17 
7.40 
3.55 

1224 % 
11.53 
1285 
1295 
1224 

11.71 % 
II.w - 

1224 % - 7.46 % 

8.04 % 
6.M 
6.75 
8.04 
8.75 
5.68 
8.04 

10.82 
10.112 
11.53 
10.82 
11.55 
10.48 
10.82 

% 

8.04 10.82 
6.39 11.17 

11.w K 8.22 % 

8.M % 10.82 % 

8.39 2 - 

7.37 % 12.15 % 
11.81 
12.88 
1266 
1215 

g p  
11.75 Y 

1215 % 

- - 
6.30 % 11.w 
8.30 11.08 
8.83 11.81 
6.30 11.08 
8.113 11.81 
8.04 10.82 
8.m 11.w 
8.30 11.011 
8.57 11.36 
8.57 3 
8.43 $4 1'121% 
6.30 K a* 
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Utilities Inc. 
ComDarable Eaminos Analvsis 

Notes: 

(P) = Preliminary 

(1) The criteria for selection of the proxy group of two hundred twenty-two nonutilily companies was that the 
non-utility companies be domestic and have a meaningful rate of return MI book common equity. shareholders’ 
equity, net worth. or partners’ capital for each of the fnre years ended 2007 and projected 2011 - 2013 as 
reported in Value Line Investment Survey (Standard Edition). The proxy gmup of two hundred twenty-two 
non-utilii companies was selected based upon the proxy gmup of six AUS Utirty Reports water companies’ 
unadjusted beta range of 0.54 - 1.28 and standard error of the regression range of 2.8187 - 3.6743. These 
ranges are based upon plus or minus three standard deviations ofthe unadjusted beta and standard ermrofthe 
regression as detailed in Ms. hem’s rebuttal testimony. Plus or minus three standard deviations captures 
99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas and standard errors of the regression. 

(2) Ending 2007. 

(3) 201 1 - 2013 

(4) The Student‘s T-statistic associated with these returns exceeds 1.96 at t h ~  95% level of confidence. Therefore, 
they have been excluded, as outliers, to arrive at proper mean historical and projected reiumsasfully explained 
in Ms. Ahem’s testimony. 

(5) ThestandarddeviationofgmupofsixAUS UtiliReports waterwmpanies’standardermrofthe regressionis 
0.1426. The standard deviation ofthe standard error of the regression is calculated as follavs: 

Standard Deviation of the Std. Err. of the Regr. = Standard Error ofthe Rearession 

where: N = 

/2N 

numberofobservations Sincevalue Line betasarederived from weekly pricechange 
observations over a period of fnre years, N = 259 

Thus,O.1426 = 3.2465 = 3.2465 
1518 22.7596 

(6) Median five year projected rate of retum on book common equity. shareholder‘s equity, net worth. or partners’ 
capital including retums identified as outliers as outlined in Note (4) above. 

(7) Median five year historical and projeckd rateofretum on book common equity,sharehoWsequity, networth, 
or partnets capital exduding returns idenlifted as outliers as outlined in Note (4) above. 

(8) Median of the five year historical and five year projected return on book common equity. shareholder‘s equity. 
net worth or partner‘s capital exduding returns identified as outliers as outlined on Note (4) above. 

(9) The criteria for selection of the proxy gmup of forly-nine non-utility companies was that the normtility 
companies be domestic and have a meaningful projected rate of return on book common equity, shareholders’ 
equity. net worth, or partners’ capital 201 1 - 2013 as reported in Value Line lnvesbnent Survey (Standard 
Edition). The proxy group offorly-nine nonutility companies was selected based upon the Florida PSC Natural 
Gas Index’s unadjusted beta range of 0.56 - 1.00 and standard error of the regression range of 1.6896 - 
2.2026. These ranges are based upon plus or minus three standard deviations of the unadjusted beta and 
standard error of lhe regression as detailed in Ms. Ahem’s rebuttal testimony. Plus or minus threa standard 
deviations captures 99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas and standard errors of the regression. 

(10)The standard deviation of the Florida PSC Natural Gas Index‘s standard e m  of the regression is 0.0867 
(1.9731 122.7596). 

I 

Source of 1nformation:Value Line Investment Survey (Standard Edition) 
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